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PREFACE

This briefing document was prepared to provide information and analysis on the content
and implications of Proposition 140. California Elections Code Section 3532.1 requires the
Senate to conduct, with the Assembly .joint fact -finding hearings on all initiative measures.
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SUMMARY OF

KEY PROVISIONS

Proposition 140 would add new provisions to the Constitution of California by
placing limits on the terms of office served by elected state officials, requiring
major cuts in the operating budget of the Legislature. and setting a limit on
all future legislative operating budgets. It would also prohibit further state
contributions to any retirement system for legislators other than federal
Social Security.
Term Limits. This measure would prohibit the governor, lieutenant gover-

nor. attorney general. controller, secretary of state, treasurer. superintendent
of public instruction, members of the Board of Equalization. and state
senators from serving more than two terms in the same office. These public
officials are normally elected for terms of four years. Thus. they would be
allowed to hold the offices no more than a total of eight years. Members of the
Assembly. who are elected for terms of two years. would be allowed to serve
no more than three terms - a total of six years.
The restrictions would not impose limits on consecutive terms, but would
rather apply for life; an officeholder who served the limit could never run for
that office again. The term limits would apply to anyone elected on or after
November 6, 1990. Senators not on the ballot on that date would be allowed
to serve only one additional term. (Half the seats in the 40-member Senate
are on the ballot in alternating, even-numbered years.)
Legislative Operating Budget. lf approved by the voters. Proposition 140
would provide that in the fiscal year following the adoption of the act (July 1,
1991 - June 30, 1992) the total aggregate expenditures of the Legislature
could not exceed an amount equal to $950.000 per member or 80 percent of
the legislative budget for the preceding fiscal year. whichever is less. This
limitation would apply to all legislative expenditures. including those for:

•
•

•

the compensation of members and employees:
operations (including administrative activities: committee functions; bill analysis; public hearings; research; constituent services; printing; and legislative relations with other states. the
federal government. and other nations);
all equipment.

Aggregate expenditures in future fiscal years would be limited to the previous
year's expenditures plus an amount equal to the percentage increase in the
state appropriation limit.
Legislators' Pension System. This measure also requires any person
elected to or serving in the Legislature on or after November 1. 1990, to
participate in the federal Social Security program. It limits the state to paying
only the employer's share of the contributions necessary to this participation.
It prohibits the accrual of any other pension or retirement benefit as a result
of service in the Legislature. These restrictions do not apply to any "vested"
pension or retirement benefit (those benefits to which title is already held). No
additional accrual or vesting would be permitted.
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A Comparison of Two Government
Restructuring Initiatives

PROPOSI.TIONS 131 AND 140
Two

Term Limits For Elected State Officials I Maximum consecutive terms (and
in
same office:
Statewide Officers ........ 2 terms (8 years)
Board of Equalization .. 3 terms (12 years)
State Senate ................ 3terms(l2years)
Assembly ..................... 6 terms ( 12 years)

Maximum terms
Statewide Officers ........ 2
Board of Equalization .. 2
State Senate ................ 2
Assembly ..................... 3

in same
terms
terms (8
terms years)
terms (6 years)

Legislative Operating Budget

No provisions.

I Limits

Legislative Pensions

No provisions.

I Prohibits further accrual of any retirement

spending per member to $950,000
thus resulting in a 40% cut in expenditures
for legislative branch of government.

benefits except Social Security.
Campaign Reform

• New single-source contribution limits, ineluding aggregate contribution limits.
• Partial public funding of campaigns.
• Spending limits for those who participate.
• Restrictions on non-election-year contributions.
• Regulation of independent expenditures.
• New duties, more money for FPPC.
• More severe penalties.
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I No provisions.

PROPOSITIONS 131 AND 140
A Comparison of Two Government Restructuring Initiatives

Ethical Standards for Elected
Officeholders

• Ban on honoraria for both state and local
elected officials.
• Limits on gifts to both state and local
elected officials.
• Regulation of legal defense funds.
• Conflict of interest standards.
• Limits on personal use of campaign funds.
• Prohibition on lobbying for 12 months
after leaving office.
Note:

Prosecution ofWrongdoingby Candidates
and Officeholders

I No provisions.

Most of these ethics standards are
already law as a result of legislative
action and Proposition 112, passed
in June 1990.

• New investigation and prosecution unit in
Attorney General's Office.
• Special Prosecutor at annual cost of
$1.2 million.
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I No provisions.
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The California Constitution creates a number of elected state offices, grants
the holders of these offices certain powers. and fixes the length for the term
of office for each of these elected officials.
•

Article Vofthe Constitution makes the governor the chief executive for the state, specifying that the governor shall be elected every
fourth year.

•

Article IV grants the legislative power of the state to a Legislature
consisting of 40 state senators with terms of office of four years
and 80 members of the assembly with terms of office of two years
following each election.

•

Article V provides that a lieutenant governor. secretary of state,
attorney general, controller, and treasurer shall be elected at the
same time as the governor.

•

Article XIII creates a five-member Board of Equalization elected for
four-year terms at gubernatorial elections.

•

Article IX establishes the office of superintendent of public instruction and requires an election for this office every four years,
also at the time of the gubernatorial election.

The Constitution sets forth the length of each term of office, but it does not
presently provide for a maximum number of terms in the same office that a
particular person may serve. Nor does it limit the number of consecutive
terms (rather than total terms) that a person may serve in the same office.
Proposition 140 would alter each of the above constitutional articles to set an
absolute limit on the number of terms in the same office (as described in
Table 1). After reaching the applicable limit, individuals would be prohibited
from ever serving in the same office again.
Term limits under Proposition 140 would be as follows:
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Table 1

Elected
Official

Governor
Lieutenant Governor
Attorney General
Secretary of State
Controller
Treasurer
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Member. Board of
Equalization
State Senator
Member of the
Assembly

Maximum
Number of
Terms

Total
Allowed
Years in
Same Office

Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms

8
8
8
8
8
8

Two 4-Year Terms

8

Two 4-Year Terms
Two 4-Year Terms

8
8

Three 2-Year Terms

6

The term llmits in Proposition 140 are prospective only and would restrict
terms for those elected after November 6, 1990. Individuals who had already
served some years in office would not have to count those years in determining
the tlme they might remain in office.
Under this measure. however, any incumbent senator whose office was not
on the ballot on November 6, 1990, would be allowed to serve only one
additional term. Any person elected or appointed to a term that was more than
half over would be allowed the maximum number of full terms.
DRAFTERS' INTENT

The intent ofthe drafters ofProposition 140 is to llmit the powers of incumbent
politicians by restricting the number of terms they may serve, reducing the
funds available to the Legislature, and ellminating further legislative retirement benefits. The proponents believe that the specific provisions of the
proposition will prevent politicians from making a career in a political office,
and "open up the electoral system."

SUMMARY OF KEY
ARGUMENTS FOR
TERM LIMITS

Proponents cite several reasons for imposing term limits:
•

Re-election rates are too high. The drafters of Proposition 140
state that the seriousness ofthe problem of the lack of competitiveness in the present electoral system is indicated by the rate of reelection of incumbent officeholders. The ballot arguments declare
that "incumbent legislators seldom lose," and that "in the 1988
election, 1000!6 of incumbent state senators and 96% of incumbent
members of the Assembly were re-elected."

•

Elected officials have too much power. According to proponents. the present system has "given a tiny elite (only 120 people
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out of 30 mlllion) almost limitless power over the
nia's taxpayers and consumers."

Fathers spoke. These citizen r"''"',..""""''";·
would spend no more than eight years in a particular house
office and could not seek to make a career in those vv•:auvu<>.
•

Term Umits will lead to the creation of better puuu ... poncv
Supporters hold that under the present system ''"'!':.''""""
proved unequal to solving the major problems plaguing 'Va.unJ>
They claim Proposition 140 would regularly bring in a new crop
fresh, more public-spirited officeholders with new ideas
to solve these problems.

•

Term Umits would break the llnk between special
and legislators, curbing the influence of these

tnt·""'~~''"!!!t~·<~t

interests. Drafters of the proposition want to reduce the power
incumbency, which they claim allows officeholders to "'"'·""'kA"'
large campaign contributions from special interests, who, in
support this "cozy relationship~ for the sympathetic
produces.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Term Limits: Historical Background. Since the 1700s, there
significant differences of opinion in the United States on the impact
limits. Usually. the issue of term limits has centered on the executive ,,.,..<,..'"'"
of state and federal governments.

The Continental Congress included a three-year limit on "'"''"~a"·"'
original Articles of Confederation, but when the U.S. Constitution
drafted, no term limits were included - either for Congress or the
The Founding Fathers wrote on this subject in the Federalist Papers.
official explanation of and argument for the proposed Constitution ~w.,..;H,.,
primarily by Alexander Hamllton, John Jay, and James Madison).
Federalist Number 72. they set forth some reasons for not limiting
of the president. The document is worth quoting at some
With a positive duration of considerable extent, I connect
circumstance of reeligibility. The first is necessary to
the officer himself the inclination and the resolution to act
part well. and to the community time and leisure to observe
tendency of his measures, and thence to form an """'"'""" ...'rn·"'"tal estimate of their merits. The last is necessary to enable
people, when they see reason to approve of his ..._,_. ..... , ......
continue him in his station, in order to prolong the
talents and virtues, and to secure to the government
advantage permanency in a wise system
Nothing appears more plausible at first sight, nor more illfounded upon close inspection than a scheme which in relation to the present point has had some respectable
- I mean that of continuing the chief magistrate in
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and then
him from
,,.,..~ ..... after. This '"'"""'~•u•co.-.~u,

were co:nSlctous
it was connected must be
than when

and undertake extensive
prises
the public
mature and perfect them. if he could flatter .....,.."'.......
prospect of being allowed to finish what he had
on the contrary. deter him from the undertaking, when
foresaw that he must quit the scene before he could ac<::onl~
plish the work. and must commit that, together with his
reputation, to hands which might be unequal or uuc~.L>couu•y
the task. The most to be expected from the d.,.,.,.,.. . "'
in such a situation. is the negative merit of not
instead of the positive merit doing good.
Another ill
sordid views, to
and in some
to
Uon. An avaricious man, who might happen to fill the
looking forward to the time when he must at all events
the emoluments he enjoyed, WOUld
a nrt>flP•rl
to be resisted by such a man. to make the best use
opportunity he enjoyed while it lasted. and
not
to have recourse to the most corrupt expedients to
harvest as abundant as it was transitory ...
In summary. the authors ofThe Federalist opposed term
desirability of keeping persons of talent and virtue in
continued impetus to
the duties
long-term views and
projects
importance of reducing the incentive for
Following this early period of American
continued to arise
at the state
term limits were
in 1951 in
a two-term
President of the United States with the passage of the
U.S. Constitution.
Support for expanding the application of term limits has continued
The result is that
states now limit the number
may serve. and there are also restrictions on
other vu'"'"'"''"'
8

statewide. The logic supporting term limits has,
thus
convince voters to institute the limits on Congress. and only Oklahoma
approved (as of 9/18/90) term limits for state legislators.
Organizations exist at the national level that are promoting term limits
both members of Congress and for state officials. The
Quarterly noted recently that the National Republican Party endorsed
idea of congressional term limits in its 1988 platform, but the journal also
noted that little had been heard from the party on a formal basis since that
endorsement.
Several organizations, such as the Americans to Limit Congressional Terms.
the National Tax Limitation Committee, and the Committee to Limit Congressional Terms. are also promoting the idea of term limits throughout the
country.
Americans to Limit Congressional Terms (ALCT) was organized by executives
of the Eddie Mahe Co., a GOP consulting firm. ALCT is headed by former
Congressman Jim Coyne. a Republican from Pennsylvania who lost his reelection fight in 1982. According to the Wall Street Journal, however, more
than a quarter of the board members of ALCT are Democrats.
The Committee to Limit Congressional Terms is a project ofthe Committee to
Protect the Family and gets assistance from former Republican Congressman
Jim Jeffries of Kansas. The National Tax Limitation Committee has become
more active in this arena lately and was reportedly of significant help in gathering signatures for Proposition 140.
Information is not available at this time to reveal how, or even if, Proposition
140 is part of a national strategy. The chief proponent of Proposition 140 is
Peter Schabarum. a Republican county supervisor from Los Angeles. Schabarum was appointed by the Governor to the L.A. County Board of Supervisors
in 1972. He is now approaching the end of his fifth term in office after
elected in 1974, 1978. 1982, and 1986. (There are presently no term limits
for county supervisors, nor does Proposition 140 call for them.) In public
statements, Schabarum emphasizes the "better government" aspects of his
proposal and claims broad bipartisan support for term limits.

Term Limit Proposals in Other States. Of the 50 states, only Oklahoma has
established limits on the number of terms that may be served by members of
the state Legislature. Voters in Oklahoma approved a term-limiting measure
on September 18, 1990. If California voters choose to approve either ....."'"'''sition 140 or 131 in November. the state would be among the first to embark
on this new approach to government.
California is one of six states in which legislative and/or initiative proposals
to institute term limits have been under serious discussion within the last 12
months. Earlier this year. the National Conference of State Legislatures
provided the Senate Office of Research (SOR) with a list of states and prc1po:sea
legislation and initiatives on the subject. SOR has since updated that report.
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Legislation
Arizona-

a number

HCR 2024

in
which would have

members to three consecutive elective terms.
was
in
above
California -

ACA 42 (Ferguson) proposed that senators may not serve
than three consecutive
terms and
the
may not serve more than
year terms. This measure
passage.

Colorado-

SCR 90-4 proposed that senators be limited to two consecutive four-year terms and members of the house be limited
terms. This measure
four consecutive
sage.

Florida-

HJR 1537 proposed that no member who
senator or member of the House for more than seven years in
consecutive terms could be elected to that house for a succeeding term. This measure failed to be passed out of the House
Ethics and Elections Committee.
HJR 1111 proposed that no member who has served as senator or member of the House for more than 11 years in consecutive terms could be elected to that house for a succeeding term.
This measure was tabled in the House Ethics and Elections
Committee.
SJR 2202
members of the Senate to
consecutive four-year terms and members of the House to six
consecutive two-year terms. This measure died in the Senate
Rules and Calendar Committee.

New York-

A 9732 proposed expanding terms
Senate and Assembly
two years to four
provided that no member of the Senate or Assembly could
serve more than four consecutive terms. This measure was
held in the Assembly Governmental Operations conumt

Initiatives
Arizona-

Two initiatives were in circulation. One of these declared that
no persons would be eligible to serve tf they have
completed four full terms as members of the ~,"'L"''"'"'"'
other initiative would have set limits on the terms
county, city, and district officeholders. Those serving
terms would have been limited to four consecutive terms,
those serving four-year terms would have been limited to two
consecutive terms, and those serving six-year terms would
have been limited to two consecutive terms. The proponents
of these two initiatives were unable to gather the
number of signatures (130, 048) to qualify the measures for the
ballot.
0

California -

Two measures for the November 1990 ballot qualified
ficient signatures -Propositions 131 and 140 - .,._,,_..,,.._
this summary.

Colorado -

This initiative would limit senators to two consecutive
terms and members of the House to four consecutive twoyear terms. The Colorado secretary of state completed a count
of the signatures on August 28 and determined
initiative had qualified.

Oklahoma -

This initiative would prevent legislators from serving more
than a total of 12 cumulative years in either house
the
Legislature. The initiative has qualified for the ballot.
measure was approved by the voters of Oklahoma on September 18, 1990.

Significant Turnover Among California Officeholders. Data collected by
the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) confirms that there has
been a decline in the turnover rate in state legislatures during the last decade. In the 1960s and 1970s typically one-third of the membership in legislatures turned over every two years. NCSL's data focus on a steady decline
in the turnover rate in the lower house in most states during the 1980s.
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Table 2
Membership Turnover in Lower Houses of State Legislatures
1978
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
NATION

54%
45%
27%
18%
31%
38%
29%
24%
37%
19%
31%
20%
22%
19%
42%
22%
20%
30%
39%
38%
18%
26%
32%
44%
23%
27%
20%
35%
41%
21%
26%
23%
31 o/o
30%
18%
24%
28%
26%
22%
23%
37%
24%
22%
39%
28%
15%
33%
39%
21 o/o
40%
28%

1980

1982

18%
33%
27%
30%
35%
34%
17%
15%
31 o/o
27%
15%
26%
33%
25%
26%
24%
29%
14%
25%
39%
37%
23%
26%
39%
19%
21 o/o

41%
55%
33%
18%
31%
42%
28%
32%
38%
27%
35%
31%
27%
26%
42%
26%
22%
27%
25%
35%
14%
42%
32%
37%
29%
34%
24%
48%
40%
25%
33%
27%
29%
39o/o
33%
24%
25%
19%
22%
20%
27%
16%
31 o/o
40%
37%
34%
46%
40%
36%
41%

25%

31%

30%
15%
16°.4!
23%
32%
36%
32%
19%
17%
31%
21%
24%
17%
19%
25%
19%
38%
16%
18%
21%
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1984

1986

16%
34%
28%
31%
41%
28%
26%
13%
34%
30%
13%
25%
32%
11%
25%
25%
28%
20%
25%
24%
26%
10%
28%
38%
29%
25%

23%
30%
22%
7%
15%
34%
30%
12%
24%
13%
24%
26%
14%
18%
23%
13%
22%
36%
22%
29%
14%
16%
23%
33%
17%
18%
22%
40%
34%
29%
37%
9%
22%
18%
16%
31%
18%
8%
21%
18%
31%
15%
17%
37%
26%
22%
19%
31 o/o
13%
28%

23%

22%

50%
15%
20%
4%
32%
26%
17%
11%
12%
24%
42%
20%
15%
12%
20%
23%
31%
19%
14%
22%

1988

20%

15%
4%
6%
12%
1
l
23%
10%
8°/o
ll%
15%
29%
12%
17%
34%
13%
19%
21%
6%
26%
32%
13%
15°/o
17%
14%
19%
21 o/o
21 o/o
21 o/o
15%
44%
15%
19%
16%

Neither proponents' figures (cited on page 7) nor NCSL
complete and accurate picture ofturnover rates in Cal:llCirn:ta
are for the lower houses

show one-year turnover only, rather than turnover in a six- or
eight-year period.
Arguments for California's Proposition 140 refer to re-election rates for the
Legislature only. No re-election rates are provided for the officials elected
Only one of California's
statewide whose tenus proponents also seek to
seven officers elected statewide has served more than two terms. Secretary of
State March Fong Eu. State Superintendent of Public Instruction Bill Honig
was elected to a third term in June, 1990, to begin in January. Lieutenant
Governor Leo McCarthy is seeking a third term on November 6, and Ms. Eu
is running for a fifth term.
Proposition 140 uses turnover figures for a single election cycle to justify
eight- and six-yearterm limits. Would it have been more appropriate to match
time periods for turnover data with the actual term limits proposed, i.e.,
turnover in an eight-year period for eight-year term limits?
Arguments for the proposition state that 100 percent of incumbent state
senators were re-elected in 1988. However, this analysis fails to note that:
•

Almost half of all state senators have served less time in office than
the maximum allowed by Proposition 140.

•

There are three new state senators who have served less than one
year in office.

•

Only half of the 40 state senators are elected every two years.

In addition, fully one-third of all Assembly seats
eight years.

filled less than

Specific Term Limits Chosen Produce Re-election Statistics. Several
other states have considered maximums of 12 years, and there is on the
November ballot in California a competing initiative which supports 12-year
term limits. Does a logic supporting term limits support eight -year maximum
terms in office only?
If term limits were set at 12 years- as

in
131- the statistics would reveal that only 13 of 40 state senators have served more than
that maximum. Also, under a 12-year limit, 67 of 77 Assembly members now
serving would have been in office less than that twelve years.
Gaps in Proponents' Re-election Statistics. Statistics cited in Proposi-

tion 140 refer to re-election rates of the incumbents who ran again. A number
of academicians suggest that statistics cited by supporters of term limits are
misleading because supporters exclude all offices vacant or being vacated. To
reflect accurately true turnover, statistics should include the seats of those
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who choose to
other

seek an-

those

holders as
by members
state elected -n~•-•·-'ingratiate Ult:n~:>t:nre:s

Re-election Rates May tu:u~~::cl:
have over the last
nomic "boom" in our
about this phenomenon?

Or to what extent are
result of a

•v•''"'-'""'"'~

sustained ecopublic opinion

the

program to increase voter
increase voter turnout

representatives?
In addition, it is unclear
term limit arguments by polntln~
ofthe
and
tolimit. The
Already

public
14

limited in so many ways that they are
policies crucial to the economic health of state go~.rernrrtent.
Proposition 4
state appn>priatiorts
Constitution and innumerable
ers of legislators.
All budget
for
ing a significant obstacle to

legislators are
tO nrrnrkiP a
level
regardless of other program needs, cannot exceed state "'~-""U'"'~·•F.
and are required to spend certain revenues on
also other types of limits on the powers
line-item veto. Legislators
cannot now send out
constituents about the legislation
on without n<:~•!nn,("f
mailing out of
Lifelong Limit on Terms May Not Be
The power of incumbency
allegedly gives elected state officials a
on an
Once out of office,
what would be the source of their power? If the source of power is remaining
campaign funds or personal contacts, what
a previous officeholder an
edge over current officeholders, or over those with closer
or over
those whose policies engender
Is a ban for life on serving
again actually required to achieve the purposes of Proposition 140? Would
a ban on consecutive terms office be more reasonable?
UNINTENDED

CONSEQUENCES

The drafters of Proposition 140 state in a
that they seek to redirect an
competitive, and less rPrYrP<::'.Pt
cumbents and encourage new
seek office. It is problematic
the means chosen
will accomplish their ends. The intentional
sition may also be accompanied by . . . u .... u...,.
Voters Could be
result in the removal both
tion of the allowed time in
disenfranchised.
A majority's desire to retain a
thwarted if strict term limits are written into
voters could not vote for this person if

sition 140 seems to be in . . . u,,u ........
more representative the will of the

140 would
the expirain a sense, be

state's Constitution.
This aspect of Propou>cu:uu14 the system

Potential for Reduced Men:r~esE~nt:atlLve:ne:ss. Reduced Responsiveness.
in other
Proposition 140 could make the'"""''""'"""''
respects. Once an officeholder has been
and final, term,
the external incentive to be
to constituents is
reduced.
Since the incumbent cannot be
hours or providing the best
inclined to represent the interests
assigned to this function of the
must evaluate the extent to which
15

importance
the district. Voters
nrr\<:,r<PI"'f" of

gaUntag

ternn

tatives.
Definition
conclude that
eralization

Eliminating
responsive,
detrimental to

years lost in
sionals may ,...,.r,.,.,,~.,..,
it difficult to
the middle
Another po~ssil:>ility
didates from their or~tarliz<lticlns
California

rights to their former positions, or other privtleges, as compensation for the
risks of time (and pension benefits) lost while away from their regular work.
Quality of Public Policy May Be Negatively Affected. Supporters of
Proposition 140 want to open up the offices and let "good people" move in and
up. They believe there are many fine people who want to serve, but are blocked
from doing so by the power of the incumbent.

While there may be serious problems in California requiring new action by
legislators, it does not follow logically that new ideas are necessarily appropriate or workable ideas. One might as logically take the opposite, and
perhaps overstated, view of one of the opponents of term limits:
I'm afraid that this is the old dream that is based on an equation of innocence with virtue, isn't it? I find that innocence can
more accurately be equated with ignorance and usually leads
not to creativity but to incompetence.
--Jeane Kirkpatrick, How Lona Should Theu Seroe?
AEI Forum Series

The most accurate statement that can be made on this subject is that there
is value in having people of experience in government - people with detailed,
first-hand knowledge about the histo:ry, operations, and programs of state
government. Such experienced and knowledgeable lawmakers would be in
shorter supply under Proposition 140.
In particular, the chairpersons of policy committees may often be among the
best-informed individuals in the state in the areas over which their committees have jurisdiction. This knowledge is accumulated through years of input
from the public during legislative hearings, research commissioned by the
chairpersons or other members, and other sources. It is often supplemented
by direct experience in the field, and it extends to administrative, fiscal and
other aspects of the policy area. Rapid turnover among these and other
legislators has the potential of negatively affecting the quality of public policy.
Disparate Regional Effects. There could be disparate regional impacts if
voters approve Proposition 140. Certainly, services to constituents in all
districts are going to be affected by the legislative budget cuts in the
proposition, but some districts have particularly effective and long-serving
legislators to represent their interests.

Certain districts are represented by legislators who chair important committees, and committees which dispense large amounts of government funds. Is
it reasonable to presume. as proponents of the measure do. that the quality
of legislation and the quality of service that will be provided by those who
replace the incumbent will be equally good. in both the short and long term?
Legislature May be Increasingly Factlonalized. It is possible that the
proposition may indeed reduce the power oflegislative leaders. It is not clear,
however, that this is an unmitigated plus.

One of the criticisms often heard about both Congress and state legislatures
is that. due to the reduced power of political parties and other factors, lawmaking bodies are too frequently factionalized - with each legislator going his
or her own way. The loss of experienced legislative leaders might actually inPage 17

crease the prospects for a rudderless and ineffective legislative body. This.
too, would likely affect the quality of public policy.
Califom!a's Power with Respect to Fed&, Other States May Decline.
is also the issue of state relationships with the federal government and with
other states. If California legislators are weaker. and if they have only six or
eight years to serve before they must leave, they may be more easily dismissed
or ignored by policy makers at the federal level or by other states' officials.
Legislators who fill their term limits in one house could serve in the other. but
continuity in each house still would be affected.

California depends on federal dollars for all or part of many of its programs,
and other programs are integrated with those of other states. If the long-term
influence of California policy makers is reduced, the funding and quality of
these programs may be affected.
Power of Special Interests Could Be Enhanced. Would the proposition do
what it claims it would do, i.e., break questionable links between lawmakers
and special interests? There is little to indicate that this would occur, and
there is reason to think the influence of special interests might actually increase.

Non-incumbents as well as incumbents, for example, would continue to need
money to run their campaigns. More frequent and highly contested elections
would likely enhance the role of those with the bankrolls to finance campaigns.
In addition, incumbent politicians (as Federalist Number 72 pointed out),
knowing their term in office is constitutionally limited, may be more inclined
to seek arrangements with special interests for employment or other favors
upon leaving office in return for votes on matters of importance to those
special interests.
Newly elected legislators, having less direct experience in governing and
smaller staffs (see section on legislative operating budget cuts), would be more
dependent on those with the staff and resources to do research and produce
position papers. There could be considerable pressure to rely on the material
provided by both lobbyists and bureaucrats.
This century Californians have continuously sought to reduce any dependency on the part of the Legislature, recalling the excessive influence of
business interests such as Southern Pacific Railroad and individuals such as
Artie Samish. Samish. a lobbyist earlier this century who called himself Mthe
secret boss of California." boasted that he controlled "my Legislature" like a
puppeteer. Twenty-fouryears ago, Californians approved a move from a parttime to a full-time Legislature in part to make it more independent and to
insulate it to a greater degree from special interests. An increased dependence on an unelected bureaucracy and the representatives of special interests
would be a countertrend to the past expressed preferences of California
voters.
Such considerations of the "tradeoffs" associated with the proposition should
not be lightly dismissed. Even if voters are dissatisfied with the current Legislature and current policy, they need to evaluate the proposed remedies carefully.
Page 18

Will continuing campaign and ethics reform have more impact on the problems perceived by the proponents of Proposition 140? Would they have this
impact without the unintended consequences of the proposition?
Opponents of Proposition 140 state that a term-limit proposal is a blunt and
ineffective instrument to use to guide the behavior oflegislators and specialinterest representatives. There is an existing body of law governing the
appropriate and legal means for interest groups to carry out their advocacy.
The Legislature and voters have significantly tightened these laws in just the
last year.
A legislatively approved package and the passage of Proposition 112, placed
on the June 1990 ballot by the Legislature, put into place strict new rules
governing conflicts of interest, the acceptance of honoraria and gifts, lobbying
after leaving government, and other government-related activities. Should
more drastic and perhaps less-targeted measures be implemented before
these new laws have been in effect long enough to have an impact?
Insurance Commissioner Not Included in Proposition 140. The new office
of state insurance commissioner, created in 1988 by initiative statute rather
than by initiative constitutional amendment. is not mentioned in Proposition
140. Therefore the insurance commissioner would not be restricted by
Proposition 140 from serving beyond two terms. (Proposition 131, by
contrast, would create consecutive-term limits for all statewide elected
officials including the insurance commissioner.) What would be the effect of
allowing one of seven statewide officials to remain eligible to serve an
unlimited number of terms?

Page 19
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Legislative Expenditures

DESCRIPTION OF
SECTION

Section 5 of Proposition 140 adds a new section to Article IV
the state
Constitution, limiting legislative expenditures. This section makes two
changes to current law. First. it reduces legislative spending in fiscal year
1991-92 and, second. it caps future legislative spending. Specifically, Proposition 140:
•

Reduces legislative spending in 1991-92 by requiring total aggregate expenditures to be the lesser of (1) $950,000 per
member or (2) 80 percent of the amount expended in the
current fiscal year: and

•

Ties future spending to the growth in the state's appropriation
limit.

Expenditures specifically subject to reduction and limitation include compensation of members, compensation of employees of members, and operating equipment and expenses.
Following is an explanation of the terminology used in this section.
State Fiscal Year: The measure provides that expenditure limitations will
take effect "in the fiscal year immediately following the adoption of this Act."
California's fiscal year runs from July 1 to June 30. Therefore, this section
of the measure would take effect on July I. 1991.
Total Aggregate Expenditures: The measure applies to the "total aggregate
expenditures of the Legislature for the compensation of members and
employees of, and the operating expenses and equipment for, the Legislature."
The Governor's Budget lists four separate items in the legislative section Legislature, Contributions to the Legislators' Retirement Fund, Auditor
General. and Legislative Counsel Bureau. Does total aggregate spending refer
to all of these budget items? Or selected expenditures? While there is no
formal legal opinion regarding this issue. the legislative analyst's office has
interpreted total aggregate spending to include the legislature's budget and
the auditor general's budget, but not the legislative counsel or retirement
funds.
Included in direct legislative spending subject to limitation would be salaries
of senators and assembly members, per diem expenses of legislators. salaries
and benefits for employees, travel for employees and legislators, automotive
repairs and expenses for state-leased cars used by legislators. communications (including telephone, postage, freight. and FAXes), office supplies.
printing, publications, building expenses. furniture, equipment, special
studies. and other assorted expenses.
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Expenditures subject to future reduction and limitation (including the
auditor general's office) total $180.9 million in 1990-91.
Expenses to Be the Lesser of Two Optiou: The measure requires total aggregate expen<Utures to not exceed "an amount equal to nine hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($950,000) per member for that fiscal year or 80 percent of
the amount of money expended for those purposes in the preceding fiscal
year, whichever is less."
A simple calculation determines which option applies:
$950,000
X
120
$114,000,000

-or-

$180,893,000
X
.80
$144,714,400

Assuming that legi.slative expenditures otherwise would grow by 7.5 percent
in the next year (average growth over past 10 years), Proposition 140 would
result in 1991-92 expenditures falling by over 40 percent.
State Apprepdation Limit! Total state appropriations are subject to a limit,
placed in the state Constitution by Proposition 4, of 1979. Proposition 111,

approved by the voters in June 1990. amended the limit. Generally, the
increase in the limit is equal to the percentage in California per-capita personal income and state population (adjusted for growth in the school
enrollment). Proposition 140 limits the growth in future legislative expenditures to the growth in the state appropriation limit.
DRAFTER'S INTENT:
LEGISLATIVE
EXPENDITURES

In general, the intent of the drafters of Proposition 140 is to limit the
advantages and powers of political incumbency by restricting retirement
benefits, reducing state-financed incumbent staff and support services, and
limiting the number of terms served by officeholders.

Specifically. the drafters intend for the limit on legislative expenditures to
reduce the ability of legislators "to pay for staff and support services at state
expense:" a condition which the drafters believe contributes "heavily to the
extremely high number of incumbents who are re-elected."
In ballot arguments, the proponents of Proposition 140 contend that the
measure will cut state expenses and reduce legislative staff. Proponents
argue that ..by reducing the amount they (legislators) can spend on their
personal office expenses, Proposition 140 will cut back on the 3,000 political
staffers who serve the Legislature in Sacramento. In the first year alone,
according to the legislative analyst. it will save taxpayers $60 million."
Further, the drafters of Proposition 140 intend to reduce legislative "frills"such as "guaranteed salaries, extravagant pensions, limousines, air travel.
and other luxury benefits."
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR
OF INITIATIVE:
LEGISLATIVE
EXPENDITURES

Helps Curb State Spending. Proposition 140 slashes legislative spending by
40 percent, saving the state over $80 million, if it is assumed that in 199192, absent the measure, legislative spending would grow by 7.5 percent (as
it has, on average, for the last decade).
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Limits Future Growth of
Budget. Tying the growth in the Legislature's budget to the
1n the state appropriation limit would restrict
the short-term future -----~""""'
expenditures to between 8 and
8.5 percent annually, based on
estimates by the Commission on State
Finance. Assuming a
$114 million in 1991-92, the Legislature's budget
the next five years:

Table 3

Fiscal Year
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
LEGISLATIVE
EXPENDITURES

8 Percent
Growth ln

8.5 Percent
Growth In

Limit

Limit

155,375,677

$114,000,000
123,690,000
134,203,650
145,610,960
157,987,892

Legislative Budget is
State Spending. If made today. Proposition 140 would reduce state eXJPCl:lat
by approximately $67 million. In
1990-91, California's Mal state
for government spending is approximately $52.5 billion. So
to roughly 0.12 percent of total
budget expenditures.
6 "''"*'T"'-" fund (the major funding source for
Looking at it differently, this
most programs) is pprrudn1atel)
billion. Legislative spending will
equal less than l n,.,......,.,nl
of total general fund spending. A
savings of $67 million
the general fund expenditures by
0.16 percent.

the drafters argue Proposition 140
would reduce
extravagant pensions, limousines, air
travel. and other
measure does not specify where the
cuts are to be made.
''"'''""""'' are made in a partisan manner, critical staff
experts could be eliminated
legislative "frills."
Decline In Per..Caplta LeJ~lslative Expenditures. While not explicitly
stated, it can be assumed
".,.,,..,r.n
of Proposition 140 believe that
legislative spending is
However, numbers don't support this
contention.

The legislative analyst's
that on a per-capita basis, legislative
expenditures have actually .......,,,LU •.._u over the past 10 years. When taking inflation into account, in 198
legislative expenditures were
$4.12, while 1990-91
were $3.98 for each Californian.
Further. the analyst notes that ''"'"'··~·~~· expenditures have grown at a
slower rate than total state CX]pel:ldJ
From 1981-82 through 1989-90,
total expenditures grew at an "'""'.,.'"1 "' annual rate of 8.6 percent- compared
with a legislative growth rate 7.5 percent. When comparing growth rates
of the nine major state
areas. expenditures for the Leg-

islature ranked third from the bottom. The following chart shows the growh
rate by program area:
Average

Program

Annual Change
1981-82 to
1989-90

Criminal Justice
Resources
Capital Outlay
Welfare
General Government
K-12 Education
Health
Legislature
Transportation
Higher Education

17.8 percent
11.3 percent
9.2 percent
9.2 percent
8.5 percent
8.5 percent
7.7 percent
7.5 percent
7.2 percent
6.9 percent

ALL EXPENDITURES

8.6 percent

Source: Legislative Analyst Office

According to an informal estimate by the Commission on State Finance, the
state appropriation limit is likely to grow at an annual rate of 8 to 8. 5 percent.
This growth "limit" established by Proposition 140 is actually higher than the
average annual increase in legislative expenditures over the past 10 years.
Pereeatage of Legislative Spending In Budget is Stable. In 1971-72,
legislative expenditures were equal to 0.58 percent of the total general fund
budget. This number has fluctuated little over the 20-year period, remaining
between 0.32 percent and 0.58 percent of the general fund. In 1990-91.
legislative expenditures will equal approximately 0.42 percent of the general
fund.
Hew Cost Effective Is This Measure? Proposition 140 has not been subject
to a cost -benefit analysis. It is clear that the measure would produce
tmmediate savings to the general fund of approximately $67 million. However.. the measure may also incur short-term and long-term costs.

According to a letter written by ClifT Berg, chief executive officer of the Senate,
76 percent of the current Senate budget is used for salaries and benefits. The
remaining 24 percent is used for other expenditures. such as operations,
communications, contracts and leases. According to Berg, "... the only way to
meet its requirements would be a substantial reduction in Senate staff, which
could reach 50 percent." The staff of the Assembly, joint offices, legislative
analyst. and the auditor general's office would also be cut, to an unknown

degree.
tmmediate short -term costs of the measure could include a "golden handshake .. to encourage the retirement of older staff and unemployment benefits
paid to those employees unable to immediately find new jobs. Given the large
number of employees displaced, these costs could be significant.
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Long-term costs. while difficult to quantify, may be greater. The financial
limits of thiS measure apply not only to expenditures used to run members'
offices. they also apply to the independent policy branches of the Legislature.
all standing policy committees. joint committees. the legislative analyst's
office, and the research offices. These offices provide analytical reviews of
legislation and potential legislation. Severe reductions in these offices could
result in an increase in the number of bills that are subject to litigation and
diSpute.
The auditor general's office, potentially subject to cuts under the proVisions
of Proposition 140, provides independent audits ofthe programs of state government. By performing financial, performance. and investigative audits and
special studies, the auditor general provides the Legislature with objective
information about the state's financial and management condition. Because
the auditor general's office evaluates the administrative branch of government. the office is located within the Legislature to avoid conflicts of interest.
According to the auditor general's office, "By implementing (auditor general's)
recommendations made from January 1989 to June 1990, the state could
save $75 million." Cuts to the auditor general's office could result in a longterm decline in the efficiencies of some government programs - resulting in
increased costs to the state.
Measure May Fall Most Heavily On Senate. By cutting expenditures to an
average $950.000 per member, this measure has the potential of reducing
Senate expenditures to half that of the Assembly. The SO-member Assembly
could receive $76 million in 1991-92. while the 40-member Senate may receive only $38 million.

Currently, each senator represents approximately 740,000 people, while
each Assembly member has about 370,000 constituents. On a per-capita
basis, senators would receive $1.28 per constituent, while Assembly members would receive $2.57. Given that Senate districts are geographically
larger, have a greater population, and a diverse constituency. is it reasonable
to expect expenditures to be equal to their Assembly counterparts?
According to Berg. "The issue of which formula will be used needs to be settled
between the two houses. Either way. Senate expenditures would be cut
between 44 or 51 percent (based on anticipated 1991-92 expenditures)."
State Already Has Limit. Total state appropriations are already subject to
the limits established by Article XIIIB of the state Constitution. Legislative
spending, as part of total budget appropriations. are also subject to this limit.
Proposition 140 would reapply the limit specifically to legislative expenditures.
Is Appropriation Limit A Proper Measure? The state appropriation limit
applies to appropriations - not to expenditures. This distinction is not a
minor one. ApproPriations are authorizations from a specific fund to a
specific agency to either make expenditures or incur obligations for specified
purposes, within a specified time period. Generally, appropriations are
limited to a one-year time period, but continuous appropriations occur on an
ongoing basis. Expenditures designate the amount of an appropriation that
has already been spent.
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For example, the budget may contain an appropriation for Assembly member
salaries of $4.240,000. However. due to vacancies, actual salaries paid
(expenditures) may total only $4 million.
Proposition 140 applies an appropriation limit to expenditures. In the above
example, would the following year's expenditures be based on the $4 million
expenditure. plus the growth in the state appropriation limit? Or. like the rest
of the budget. would the base be the prior year's $4,240,000 appropriation
plus the state limit growth rate?
Bow Do Other States Compare? According to the National Conference of

State Legislators. no other states cap legislative spending. Other states. like
California, do apply a cap to overall spending. Does Proposition 140 make
sense when comparing California's legislative expenditures to other states?
According to the legislative analyst. California "ranks roughly in the middle
of the states in legislative expenditures." In 1987-88 (the latest year for which
data is available). California ranked 24th in legislative expenditures as a
percentage of total state expenditures. Of the 10 largest states. California
ranked 5th.
When measured on a per-capita basis. California ranked 17th of all states in
legislative spending. By this measure California ranked 4th of the 10 largest
states.

PrececleBt Co11lct be Set for Restricting Certain Items. This measure
restricts only legislative spending. However. it sets a precedent for restriction
of other selected budget items.
Spending Restrictions Apply Only to the Legislature. Proponents of the
measure argue that ..(t)o restore a free and democratic system of fair elections,
and to encourage qualified candidates to seek public office ... state-financed
incumbent staff and support services {must be) limited."
However, this provision of the measure does not limit the expenditures of the
state constitutional officers. Nor does it limit the expenditures of the judiciary. It only limits the expenditures of the Legislature. The division of powers among the Legislature, the executive branch and the judiciary have been
compared to a three-legged milking stool. Would limiting the expenditures
of one branch "tip the stool"?
Maintaining a balance of power among the three branches of government is
an integral part of the democratic system. The Legislature has an important
function as both a policy-making body and an oversight body. Further. the
Legislature serves as an ombudsman between the public and the bureaucrats. Proposition 140 cuts the Legislature- but does not affect the bureaucracy.
The legislative analyst compared expenditures of the three branches of government over a 10-year period. The average annual growth rate oflegislative
expenditures was 7.5 percent. comparable with an approximate growth rate
of7.0 percent for the Governor's office. Expenditures for the judicial branch
have grown almost three times faster - at an average annual rate of
19 percent.
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Political scholars have noted that the legislative branch of government is an
easy target of criticism and scorn. The following quotation responds to
criticism of Congress. but the same issues can be applied to any state
Legislature:
Much ofthis ridicule is unjustified. Critics usually forget that
our national legislature is particularly exposed. In the first
place, Congress does nearly all its work directly in the public
eye. Unfortunate incidents- quarrels. name-calling. evasive
actions, inaccurate statements- that might be hushed up in
the executive or judicial branches are almost always observed
by journalists. In the second place. Congress by its nature is
controversial and argumentative. Its members are found on
both sides. some Urnes on half a dozen sides. of every important question. and the average citizen holding one opinion is
likely to be intolerant of other views and the legislators holding
them. Also there is a considerable difference between merely
holding an opinion and writing legislation. (James Bums,
J.W. Peltason, Thomas Cronin, Government by the People,
1978, p. 251)
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Legislators' Retirement
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Proponents of the initiative cite several reasons for restricting legislators' retirement:
•

Most other Californians must depend on federal Social Security
and their own savings for retirement benefits.

•

Service in the Legislature is not intended to be a career occupation.

•

The legislative pension system often pays a legislator more than
what she or he received while in office. (Proponents claim that. in
fact, 50 former officials receive $2,000 or more per month from the
legislative retirement fund.)

•

Pension and retirement benefits (other than federal Social Security) encourage incumbents to remain in office.

•

Any level of contribution by the state for the purpose oflegislators'
retirement is excessive. (According to the legislative analyst, the
restrictions on legislative retirement benefits proposed in this
measure would reduce state costs by approximately $750,000
annually.)

In drafting this measure, particularly this section, the sponsors seemed unaware of a number of limitations which have not been addressed.

Some legislators may not be able to participate ln the federal Social
Security program. This section would require current and future legislators
to participate in the federal Social Security program, which would require the
state to pay the employer's share of the contribution necessary for participation.
It appears that federal law possibly may allow only legislators who are pres-

ently participating in the federal Social Security program to continue to
participate if the LRS were eliminated. Based on federal rules cited in the federal government's Handbook for State Administrators of the Social Security
System, future legislators may be prohibited from the program. (See the Appendix for reference to this federal rule.) On the other hand, under a 1959
master agreement between the Social Security Administration and the state
of California, future legislators may be allowed to join the Social Security system.

Restrictions on retirement benefits apply only to the Legislature. This
section imposes no restrictions or changes on the state retirement benefits of
state elected officials holding the constitutional offices of governor, lieutenant
governor, attorney general. controller, secretary of state, treasurer, superintendent of public instruction. or sitting on the Board of Equalization. Yet the
LRS also provides benefits to these officers.
Similarly, this section does not apply to local elected public officials, such as
members of city councils and county boards of supervisors. Of the 58 counties in California, 35 counties contract with PERS to administer benefits for
county elected officials; 20 counties administer their own retirement systems
pursuant to the County Employees Retirement Act of 1937; and three charter
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counties administer their own independent retirement systems. Many cities
in California contract with PERS to administer their retirement systems.
There are approximately 1,100 PERS agencies throughout the state.
Additionally, other public officials. such as Judges, are unaffected by this section.
The PERS Board will be considering the effects and ramifications of Proposition 140 at its September 17, 1990, meeting.
Because this section would limit retirement benefits for some. but not all
public officials, it would create an inequity.

This proposal falls short of comprehensive pension reform. This section
does not consider the differences among current and future legislators with
respect to the accrual of pensions and retirement benefits resulting from
service outside of the Legislature.
A comprehensive pension reform would treat public officials equally. It also
would seek to avoid discouraging new citizens from entering the Legislature.
UNINTENDED

CONSEQUENCES

The intent of the sponsors of Proposition 140 is to address "the increased
concentration of political power in the hands of incumbent representatives
[which} has made our electoral system less free, less competitive, and less
representative." By restricting legislators' retirement benefits, the sponsors
are seeking "to restore a free and democratic system of fair elections. and to
encourage qualified candidates to seek public office ... "
One could argue that this section adds barriers to seeking legislative office.
thereby making the electoral system in the state actually less free, less
competitive. and less representative. For example:

•

Restrictions on retirement benefits likely would deter prospective legislators from seeking office. Without the added
security of an employer-sponsored retirement plan, many educated and talented persons may pass over the option of serving as
legislators and seek work with employers who do provide such
security.
This section could discourage local elected officials from running
for office in the state Legislature, encouraging them to stay in their
current positions longer. Local elected officials are commonly
viewed as a potentially qualified pool of candidates for higher
office.

•

This proposal would discriminate against lower-income candidates. Restricting pensions and retirement benefits would have
a greater negative impact on legislative candidates from lower-income backgrounds than those candidates from more affiuent
backgrounds. Lower-income candidates would have fewer financial resources to provide economic security for themselves and
their families.
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•

More retired citizens would be encouraged to seek legislative
office. Because the restrictions proposed in this section concern
only those retirement benefits resulting from service in the Legislature, one may reasonably expect older adults who have retired
from service in other professions and occupations to seek legislative office.

•

Restricting retirement benefits could create legal problems.
How would the vested contractual retirement rights of current legislators be impacted? Would legislators be able to exercise the
right to "buy back~ prior service if Proposition 140 passes? (Service credit provisions under the LRS allow members of the system
the option before retirement to have any previous legislative
service credited; that is, a member may buy back prior service or
have it credited if they pay the required contributions. Similar
service credit provisions exist for members of many other retirement systems, including the PERS.)
These legal questions are among those that would need to be
resolved if Proposition 140 is approved by the voters.

IMPACT ON CURRENT
LEGISLATURE

•

The termination of pension and retirement benefits for legislators sets an undesirable precedent for other employers. The
passage of Proposition 140 could encourage other employers to
terminate employer-sponsored retirement plans to save costs. Yet
state and federal public policies have encouraged employer
pension plans as a supplement to Social Security.

•

Restrictions on retirement benefits could significantly reduce funds coming into the LRS. The LRS pays benefits to
retired members and their beneficiaries partially from the contributions of the employer and active members. According to the LRS
staff. if this measure is approved, continuing employer /member
contributions will be made only on behalf of state constitutional
officers and legislative statutory officers, thus reducing the amount
of funds coming into the LRS. Until the salary bases for future
retirements are established. the amount of the unfunded liability
to the LRS that would result from the passage of this measure is
unknown.

According to the LRS staff, 97 legislators are currently members of the LRS.
In the Senate specifically, according to Senate Fiscal Records, of the 39 senators.
38 are members ofthe LRS, and one is not. Ofthe 38 LRS members, 33 are
participating in the federal Social Security program. and five are not.
It is uncertain whether these five members would be able to join the Social

Security system after the November 1. 1990, date because the election not to
join the system cannot be repealed, according to federal law.
Based on current LRS membership, the potential cost-savings to the state
would be as follows:
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97

LRS Members:
Legislator Salary in 1991-92:

X

$45,000

Employer's Share of LRS
Contribution Paid by the
State:

X

15.32%•

TOTAL COST SAVINGS:

$668,718

• Per the legislative analyst's office. if Proposition 140 is
approved. the state would continue to pay 3.49 percent of
legislators' salaries to the LRS for retirement benefits which
have already been accrued. but have not been funded.
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Operating

Office, Legislators' Retirement, Legislative
Initiative Constitutional Amendment
Official Title and Summary:

LIMITS ON TERMS OF OFFICE, LEGISLATORS'
RETIREMENT, LEGISLATIVE OPERATING COSTS.
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
e
elected or appointed
November 5, 1990, holding offices of Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
Attorney General, Controller, Secretary of State, Treasurer, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Board
Senators, limited to two terms; members of the Assembly limited to
Equalization members, and
three terms.
e Requires legislators elected or serving after November 1, 1990, to participate in federal Social Security
program; precludes accrual of other pension and retirement benefits resulting from legislative service,
except vested rights.
e Limits expenditures of Legislature for compensation and operating costs and equipment, to specified
amount.

Summary of Legislative Analyst's
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact:
• The limitation on terms will have no fiscal effect.
• The restrictions on the legislative retirement benefits would reduce state costs by approximately
$750,000 a year.
•
the extent that future legislators do not participate in the federal Social Security system, there would
be unknown future savings to the state.
• Legislative expenditures in 1991-92 would be reduced by about 38 percent, or $70 million.
•
subsequent years, the measure would limit growth in these expenditures to the changes in the state's
appropriations limit.

1

Analysis by the Legislative Analyst

Restrictions on Legislative Retirement Benefits
• This measure prohibits current and future legislators
from earning state retirement benefits from their
service in the Legislature on or after November 7,
1990. This restriction would not eliminate retirement
benefits earned prior to that time.
• This measure requires a legislator serving in the
Legislature on or after November 7, 1990 to
participate in the federal Social Security system.
(However, federal law may permit only current
legislators who are presently participating in the
federal Social Security system to continue to
participate in the system. It may also prohibit future
legislators from participating in the federal Society
Security system.)
• This measure. does not change the Social Security
coverage or the state retirement benefits of other
state elected officials such as the Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, and Attorney General.
Limits on Expenditures by the Legislature
• This measure limits the total amount of expenditures
by the Legislature for salaries and operating
expenses, beginning in the 1991-92 fiscal year.
Proposal
•
In 1991-92, these expenditures are limited to the
This initiative makes three major changes to the
lower
of two amounts: ( 1) a total of $950,000 per
California Constitution. First, it limits the number of
Member
or (2) 80 percent of the total amount of
terms that an elected state official can serve in the same
money
expended
in the previous year for these
office (the new office of Insurance Commissioner is not
purposes.
In
future
years, the measure limits
affected by this measure). Second, it prohibits legislators
expenditure
growth
to
an amount equal to the
from earning state retirement benefits from their future
percentage
change
in
the
state's appropriations
service in the Legislature. Third, it limits the total
limit.
amount of expenditures by the Legislature for salaries
operating expenses.
Fiscal Effect
The specific provisions of this measure are:
Limits on the Terms of Elected State Officials. Thi:
Limits on the Terms of Elected State Officials
provision would not have any fiscal effect.
• The following state elected officials would be limited
Restrictions on Legislative Retirement Benefits. Thl
to no more than two four-year terms in the same provision which prohibits current and ftlture Members o
office: Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Attorney the Legislature from earning state retirement benefit
General, Controller, Secretary of State, from legislative service on and after November 7, 199
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Treasurer, would reduce state costs by about $750,00o a year.
members of the Board of Equalization, and State
To the extent that future legislators do not participat
Senators.
in the federal Social Security system, the measure woul
• Members of the State Assembly would be limited to result in unknown future savings to the state.
no more than three two-year terms in the same
Limits on Expenditures by the Legislature. I
office.
1991-92, expenditures by the Legislature would b
e These limits apply to a state official who is elected on reduced by about 38 percent, or $70 million. I
or after November 6, 1990. However, State Senators subsequent years, this measure would limit growth i
whose offices are not on the November 1990 ballot these expenditures to the change in the state
may serve only one additional term.
appropriations limit.

Background
are 132 elected state officials in California. This
120 legislators and 12 other state officials,
including the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and
Attorney General. Cur·rently, there is no limit on the
number of terms that these officials can serve.
Proposition 112, passed by the voters in June 1990,
requires the annual salaries and benefits (excluding
retirement) of these state officials to be set by a
commission. Most of these officials participate in the
Social Security system, and all have the option of
participating in the Legislators' Retirement System. The
vast majority of the 132 elected state officials participate
in this retirement system. The system is supported by
contributions from participating officials and the state.
Funding for the Legislature and its employees is
included in the annual state budget. Before it becomes
the budget must be approved by a two-thirds vote of
membership of both houses of the Legislature and
must be signed by the Governor.
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HPower
limit the terms of ~~ .... ·~··~
remove the Speaker's cronies, and we will also
to the Sacramento web of special favors and
140 will end the reign of the
officers-the Assembly Speaker (first
a
of a century ago) and the Senate Leader (now into hh
decade in the Legislature). Lobbyists and
to these legislative dictators, for
out money to the camp
and
and pull strings behind the scenes to decide
"''"'"~''"" outcomes.
Incumbent
seldom lose. In the 1988 "''"'""'"'
of incumbent
senators and 96% of incumbent m€~mbeJrs
the assemblv were re-elected. The British House of
Lords-even the Soviet Legislature-has a higher turnover
rate. Enough is Enough! It's time to put an end to a system that
makes incumbents a special class of citizen and pays them a
guaranteed annual wage from first election to the grave. Let's
restore that form of government envisioned by our Founding
Fathers-a government of citizens representing their fellow
citizens.
VOTE YES ON PROPOSITIOI'i 140 TO LIMIT STATE
OFFICIALS TERM OF OFFICE'
PETER F. SCHABARUM
Chairman, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
LEWIS K. UHLER
President, National Tax-Limitation Committee
J. G. FORD, JR.
President, Marin United Taxpayers Association

of Proposition 140
in government for SEVEN TERMS-OVER
YEARS.
Practice what you preach, "!vir. Downtown Los Angeles,"
Peter Schabarum. Cut your own budget and limit your own
terms. Don't be piggy and take away people's rights after you
have fullv eaten at the table
There is no need for 140. The \·ast majoritv of the Legislature
serves less than 10 vear:,.
your choice.
·
Keep it.
Stop Downtown Los Angeles· power grab.
Vote no on 1401
ED FOGLIA
President, Cal~fornia Teachers Association
DAI\ TERRY
President, California Professional Firefi{{hters
LINDA M.. TANGRE:'\
State Chair, Califomia National Women's Political Caucus
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on Terms of Office, Legislators' Retirement, Legislative
Operating Costs. Initiative Constitutional Amendment

140

Argument Against Proposition 140
Pr~wv,.;:ltinn 140 claims to mandate term limits. But in fact, it
No eligible citizen should be permanently bann~d for life
limits our voting rights.
from seeking any office in a free society. And we should not be
This measure takes awav the cherished constitutional
to permanently banned from voting freely for the candidate of
freely cast a ballot for candidates of our choice.
our choice.
We are asked to forfeit our right to decide who our individual
Resist the rhetoric. Proposition 140 is not about restricting
representatives will be.
the powers of incumbency. It's about taking away our powers
to choose.
PROPOSITION !40'S LIFETIME BAN
PHONY PENSION REFORM
140 does not limit consecutive terms of office. Instead 140
says:
Proposition 140's retirement provisions also are misdirected
·• After.serving sixyears in the ~ssembly, individ~ ~ill be and counterproductive.
constitutionally banned for life from ever servmg m the
140 does not eliminate the real abuses: double and triple
Assemblv.
dipping-the practice of taking multiple pensions.
• After serving eight years in the Senate, individuals will be
Instead it raises new barriers to public office by banning our
constitutionally banned for life from ever serving in the · future representatives from earning any retirement except
Senate.
their current social security.
Similar lifetime bans will be imposed on the
140's retirement ban won't hurt rich candidates. It will hurt
Superintendent of Public Instruction and other statewide
qualified, ordinary citizens who are not rich and have to work
offices.
There are no exceptions-not for merit, not for statewide hard to provide economic security for themselves and their
families.
emergencies, not for the overwhelming will of the people.
PROPOSITION 140 GOES TOO FAR
Once banned, always banned.
It
upsets
our
system of constitutional checks and balances,
PROPOSITION 140 IS UNFAIR
forcing our representatives to become even more dependent
It treats everyone-good and bad, competent and
on entrenched bureaucrats and shrewd lobbyists.
incompetent-the same.
If its proponents were sincere about political reform, they
No matter how good a job someone does in office, they will
wouldn't
have cluttered it with so many unworkable provisions.
be banned for life.
·
No matter what cause they may be fighting for or how badly
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 140
the
want to reelect them, they will be banned for
STOP THIS RADICAL AND DANGEROUS SCHEME!
PROTECT OUR CONSTITimONAL RIGHTS. VOTE NO ON
won't even be able to write-in their names on your PROPOSITION 140'S LIFETIME BAN.
ballot. If
do.
vote won't count.
DR. REGENE L. MITCHELL
That's
not
President, Consumer Federation of California
L/AflTS OUR RIGHT TO CHOOSE
LUCY BLAKE
backers of 140 don't trust us, the people, to choose our
Executive Director, California Leogue of Conservation
e•c''""'u officials. So instead of promoting thoughtful reforms
Voter8
.
that
us weed out bad legislators, they impose a lifetime
DAN TERRY.
ban
eliminates good legislators and bad ones alike at the
President, Colifornia Pro.fetnional Firefightl!n
expense of our constitutional rights.

Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 140
Proposition 140 restores true democracy, gives you real
choices of candidates, protects your rights to be represented by
someone who knows and cares about your wishes. It opens up
the political system so everyone-not just the entrenched
career politicians--can participate.
Proposition 140 will bring new ideas, workable policies and
fresh cleansing air to Sacramento. AU are needed badly. A
stench of greed, and vote-selling hangs over Sacramento
because lifetime-in-office incumbents think it's their
not yours.
Californians pofled by the state's largest newspaper say "most
politicians are for sale," and .. taking bribes is a relatively
common practice"' among lawmakers. Proposition 140 cuts the
ties between corrupting special interest money and long-term
legislators.
Why don't more people vote? Because incumbents have
rigged the system in their favor so much, elections are
mf~anin;;c!e5>s. Even the worst of legislators get reelected 98% of
the
Honest, ethical, truly representative people who want
to run for office don't stand a chance.

Do career legislators really earn their guaranteed salaries,
extravagant pensions, limousines, air travel and other luxury
benefits? No. They use your money and your government to
buy themselves power and guaranteed reelections.
Who really opposes Proposition 140? It isn't ordinary people
who have to work for a living. It's incumbent legislators and
their camp followers. Beware of movie stars and celebrities in
million-dollar TV ads, attacking proposition 140. They're doing
the dirty work for career politicians.
VOTE "YES!" ON PROPOSITION 140. ENOUGH, IS
ENOUGH!
W. BRUCE LEE, II
Executive Director, California Buaineu League

LEE A. PHELPs
Chairman, Alliance of California TaxpGyen
ART PAGDAN, M.D.
Nationalist V.P., Filipino-4-ff~M'icdn Politicol A880Ciation
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Section 2 of Article V of the California Comtimtion is amended
2. The Governor shall be elected every fourth year the same tir
as members of the Assembly and hold office from
Monday aft
l following the election until a successor qualifies. The
shall
who has been a 'Cttizen of the United States and {I
of this Sh
5 years immediately preceding the Governor's electioi't The Governor m
hold other
office. No Governor may serve more than 2 tenns.
7.
H of Article V of the California Constitution is amended
SEC. II. The Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, Controller, Secreta
and Treasurer shall be elected at the same time and places and for tl
as the Governor. No Lieutenant Governor, Attorney Genen
of State, or Treasurer may serve in the same office for mo
2 tenns.
8. Section 2 of Article IX of the California Constitution is amended

2. (a) The Senate has a membership of 40 Senators elected for
20 to begin every 2 years. No Senator may serve more than 2 terms.
Assembly has a membership of 80 members elected for
terms. No
of the Assembly may serve more than J terms.
terms shall commence on the first
in December next
be on the first
unless
at the same time and

LeJtiSI•~ture

the Govemor

imJm~:iial:ely

shall
10

SEC. 2. A Superintendent of Public lnstr~ction ~hall be elect~d by tt
qualified electors of the State at each gubernatorial election. The Supermtende1
of Public Instruction shall enter upon the duties of the office on the first Mond<
after the first day of January next succeeding each gubernatorial election. II
Superintendent of Public lmtruction may seroe men: than 2 terms.
SEC. 9. Section 17 of Article XIII of the California Constitution is amended h
read:
SEC. 17. The Board of Equalization consists of 5 voting members: thE
Controller and 4 members elected for 4-year terms at gubernatorial elections. ThE
slate shall be divided into four Board of Equalization districts with the voters o
each district electing one member. No member may serve mol? than 2 tenns.
SEC. 10. Section 7 is added to Article XX of the California Constitution, tc
read:
7. The limitations on the number of tenns p~?scribed by Section 2 OJ
Sections 2 and 11 ofArticle V, Section 2 of Article IX, and Section
apply only to tenns to which persons are elected or appointed on m
after November 6, J!J{K), except that an incumbent Senator whose office is not on
the ballot for the general election on that date may serve only one additimwl
term. Those limitations shallrwt apply to any unexpired tenn to which a person
is elected or appointed if the remainder of the lenn is less than half of the full
term.
SEC. It Section II (d) is added to Article Vll of the California Constitution,
to read:

SI':C. I 1. (a) The Legislators· Retiremt>nt System shall not pay ;un·
unmodified retirement allowance or its actuarial equivalent to any person who on
or after january 1, 1987, entered for tbe first time any state office for which
membership in the Legislators' Retirement System was elective or to any
beneficiary or survivor of such a person, which exceeds the higher of ( l) the
salary receivable by the person currently serving in the office in which the retired
person served or (2) the highest salary that was received by the retired person
while serving in that office.
(b) The Judges' Retirement System shall not pay any unmodified retirement
allowance or its actuarial equivalent to any person wbo on or after January l, 1987,
entered for the first time any judicial office subject to the Judges' Retirement
System or to any beneficiary or survivor of such a person, which exceeds the
higher of (I) the salary receivable by the person currently servin~ in
office in which the retired person served or (2) the highest salary
-~--~'··-" by the retired person while serving in that judicial office.
Legislature may define the terms used in this section.
any part of this measure or the application to any person or
rinr-tmni"''""" is held inoolid, the inoolidity shall Mt affoct other
or
,,,.J;r,.,li,·m.• which reasonably am he !(iflt!TI efftct witi!Out t/tt!
provision

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT PROPOSITION 140

140, "The Political Reform Act of 990." which w1!1 be on the November ballot, will reform our
by

statewide elected officers to two terms (8 years) and

limiting the terms of
to three terms
eliminating any

(providing Social Security only);
on its own operations (saving $60 million
Analyst).

the amount the Le~JIS!<:nw
the first year alone, :::>rlrnl"n

many '"'l,l;'""uu•
heavily to current
the
each year.
our answers:

01•

more

oppose Prop. 140. Certain special interests which h,~ve
that they will lose their influence over the $80 + billk)n
'"'"''"'w"" that have been raised regarding Prop. 140, an,d

Hct-.ornor't'"

Won't term limitBJion take away the people's right to choose their representatives?
term limitation will restore choice. Currently, the re-election rate of incumbents is near1y
100%, because they have contrived safe districts and given themselves huge sums for staff, newsletters,
etc. A challenger has little chance to raise enough money to compete effectively. Rather than vote
for an incumbent they don't
over half the people don't vote at all. Limiting terms will create
for "new faces" to
on an equal footing. Voters will again have a real choice.
Do the
'-'-'-"""'"':.::...::::"'-'-'- The
elected -- age,
will restore citizen control over our
::urnn:;,rn attitude

;"''"'"'.,.., limits on tenns of elected officials?
are sovereign. We already impose many conditions on those
etc. Term limitation is merely a condition of employment
nn•dr:>rnmonr as the Founders intended -- and protect us from the
leaders from impregnable districts.

Won't
OeG'Oie be
out of office by Prop. 140?
On the "'"''"'"''"'
40 will open up offices and let good people move in and up. Some
who are in office too
"bum out." They enjoy the power. prestige, perks, pensions and, yes,
sometimes payoffs of a career
There are many fine people who want to serve, but they are
blocked or frustrated from doing so
the power of the incumbent. Minorities and women are unable to
the representation which
numbers justify.
problems require experienced, "professional" legislators?
has failed to effectively reach budget decisions, improve
decent education for our children, produce clean air, eliminate crime from our streets,
have
in
1700 new laws per year, on average, most of which spend public
special favors
read by the legislators. Politicians have "experience in creating
illusions and
Thomas Sowell). "Professional" politicians lose touch with the
real world. We need people with skills in various professions and walks of life, those who build roads,
practice medicine. operate
-- not career legislators who may know the legislative rules or the oldbut little else.
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Assembly Speaker Willie Brown claims that •rookies"
he refers to newly-elected legislators)
be putiy in the hands of
that career
are independent. less susceptible
SP4~1<ru interests. Is
It is hard to
any closer
interests and the current
leadership. All one must do is
statements (required to be filed with the
of State) of every candidate to see that
unions and those who receive grants,
contracts or subsidies from the
contribute
of dollars (supplied ;ndirectly by the taxpayers) ro
legislators to keep those tax dollars
Other powerful special interests seek laws and
to insulate themselves from
or to give themselves a monopoly profit. (The liquor
industry is a classic example of this kind of special-interest lobbying.) New legislators are less likely (not
more) to be captives of the powerful special interests. Many career legislators have no business or
profession to which to return. so
are more
upon special interests and subservient to their
demands.
Won't the power the
staff be increased by tennlimilation?
The explosion in staff size and cost has accompanied the development of the career-oriented,
lifetime-tenured Legislature. Careerists enjoy the power of large staffs. Careerism breeds reliance on staff
-- it's easier. Prop. 140 will cut staff size. Those who run tor office under term limitation will be the type of
most likely to manage their staff, not
managed by it.

'--"'-'-""-'-':...::=.""'

QUESTION: Won't those serving limited terms be less devoted to the issues and more concerned with
money and politics?
ANSWER: Think about it -- if potential candidates for office know at the outset that they cannot make a
career out of legislative service. those who seek office will be motivated more by issues and service than
by the vision of personal financial gain and political power. There will always be those who will abuse power
and position. But term limitation is the one reform that will reduce that to a minimum -- it will automatically
cleanse the system of such people.

QUESTION: But don't elected officials need time to accomplish their plans and policy goals?
ANSWER: With limited terms, officeholders will have to move more quickly to achieve their goals. As
leadership changes with each session of the Legislature, entrenched leadership which now frustrates the
goals of many legislators will be a thing of the past. Term limitation will have the beneficial effect of breaking
up the kind of log-jam that has made the Assembly Criminal Justice Committee the graveyard of many much
needed criminal justice reforms.
QUESTION: There are two initiatives on the ballot that limit terms. Isn't Prop. 131 better because it would
give longer terms than Prop. 140?
ANSWER: Prop. 131 limits legislators to 12 consecutive years. By getting out for a couple of years or
switching offices. a politician can stay in office for a lifetime. Also, Prop. 131 calls for public financing of
campaigns and has a host of other undesirable features. Only Prop. 140 can be considered a true term
limitation measure.
QUESTION: Wouldn't public financing of campaigns, or restrictions on campaign contributions and
spending, be preferable reform-:- )
ANSWER: Taxpayers should , .Jt be asked to fund campaigns of candidates -- especially those whose
opinions they detest. Limitations on campaign spending would favor incumbents. Challengers, to have any
chance of winning, must raise and spend more than incumbents who, in reality, spend public money for the
weapons of victory:
publicity, newsletters.
etc. Among all the reforms that have been discussed,
only term limitation drives right at the heart of the problem: breaking up the "ruling class" mentality that
accompanies lifetime tenure in office.
CONCLUSION
Not long ago, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. who has been in the Legislature for 24 years, said of the
"This is IT!.Y house --- these are IT!.Y friends . . " After years in office, a sense of ownership or
proprietorship sets in. We the people "own" our Legislature -- not the other way around. When legislators
think
are the owners. it's time to ship them out
LIMITATION IS THE ANSWER.
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CAMPAIGN
A SPECIAL PROJECT OF

OF PROPOSITION 140

STATEMENT OF LEWIS K.

Beyond obscene fund-raising
and convictions and all the rest, the
California Legislature -- as an institution -- has ignored and thwarted the Constitution, the
law and the will of the people.
which included an enormously
In 1979, 75% of the voters approved the Gann
important protection for local government against State-mandated costs. Has the
Legislature followed
dictates of the Constitution and the people? No! It regularly
imposes costly functions on local government and ignores its funding responsibility. Butte
County is threatened with bankruptcy because of it. What does Willie Brown say in
response? "Let them raise their own
" Marie Antoinette said it earlier: "Let them
eat cake."
When the people approved Proposition 24 -- the Legislative Reform Act -- in 1984, what
was the institutional response of the Legislature? To use taxpayer funds to fight the
people in the courts.
On criminal
matters -- including the death penalty -- the Legislature has been at
with the people for longer than most observers can remember.
it any wonder, then, that
the chance to reform the Legislature through term
more than 70%
voters favor Prop. 140? But we can expect
fight the people; spend huge sums
the same
defeat Prop. 140.
the
will not easily give up control of the asylum, the
is
for the people to once again re-establish control over their Legislature.
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Los Angeles Daily News l-31-90

Schabamm sponsors
measure to limit tenus,
expenses of lawmakers
By TOM CHORNEAU
OaJty .._, Staff Writcw

Los Angeles County Supervisor
Peter F. Schabarum announced
Tuesday he will cosponsor a ballot
imtiat1ve to limit the terms and expenses of California legislators and
state executive office-holders.
The measure, targeted for the
November ballot, would limit state
senators to eight years in office and
state Assembly members to six
years. Other state elected officials,
mcludmg the governor, would be
limited to two four-year terms.
State Attorney General John Van
de Kamp, who is seeking the Democrat•c nomination for governor, is
sponsonng a rival imtiallvc that
would limit state lawmakers to 12
y~:ars an office and statewide offic1als to eight years.
Judy Hammond, spokeswoman
for Schabarum, said that &he super·
visor's inccrat in limiting terms of
state ofJica hal no connection to a
bitter redissrictlna lawsuit the
Board of SupeMson ia fiah~
wi&JI the Nolan Amcriclla

tWense ad Educa&ioaal f\aDd ud

J.a

Dcpanmcnt. , ,
Lew Uhler, had of the National
Sbe . .,~ • Rcpubli- Tu LJmilaaioa Comllriuec, and
can. wasi!IIIIIC*Iina eo a.....,. .. Mike Ford Jr•• ebain~~an of the
he sponsored thai 4.,.._, ~ Marin United T...-yen AMOciaabout lilftitifta
lie&

the U.S.

,

ma~ers or making servace in the
u>g1slature a part-time job.
"We found that the part-time
Legislature was too complicated an
1dca and would require a lot of education, .. said Hammond. "But the
idea of limiting the terms got a lot
of interest."
In addatton to limiting terms,
Schabarum's proposal would prohibit legislators elected after Nov.
I, 1990 from receiving any pension
or retirement benefits other than
social security.
Further, Schabarum would hm1t
the amount of money spent by the
legislature on its operating expenscs and equipment to $950,000
per member annually, or 80 percent
of the amount spent the preceding
fiscal years, whichever was less.
Schabarum expects the retire·
ment reforms would save taxpayers
$800,000 in the first year, and the
limats on expcnsa would save $60
million in the fint year.
Schabarum would need to collect
600.000 sipatures of' reaistered
voter~ by May IS to qualify the iniUltiw for tho biUol.
Other Mdccn olthe plan include

* '-.,._..

I.
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Caps sought
on terms of
officeholders

~I!'J--

De1iy News Sacramento Buteau

SACRAMENTO-Three

ed otlictals. onl\ tme -

Sec~

tary of State Ma"rch Fong Euhas served mor~ tt"f;;
terms. T-..enty-four of ....~·
senators have sen cd less than
I: years. and mor( than half
the 79 state "-ssemblv members
have been elected stnce 1982.
Even so. polls show that most
Cahfomta voters support limit·
tng the number of terms that
elected offictals can serve - and
thiS ts the vear that the voters
may get their wtsh.
Three tnttiauves - two of
them drafted by veteran elected
officials - have been proposed
to cap the number of years poli·
ttctans can stay tn office. All
three of the temi-hmit proposals
are aimed at the Nov. 6 election.
To qualify, backers must sather
595,000 valid Signatures.
The best known proponent is
-\ttornev General John Van de
Kamp, who says hiS term-limit
plan ts "from a political sUindpomt. the catchiest" of the three
ballot-box
underpin·
h1s
campaip.
Kamp. "ho served tlm
terms as Los "-ngeles district at·
tome; before bemg elected attorney general 11'1 1982. says he
wants to "drain the swamp" by
changing campaign fund-raising
rules and establlshmg term 1!mtts.
Also lltadtina a term-limit int!llltive IS iA1 Angeles County
Supervisor Peter F. Schabanlm,
who after 22 years in ~ oJ.
ficell UY$. Ml dcm't think that 11
career politician does that mucll
to represent his constituenu. ~
Schabarum announced March
0 that he would nO! seek ~lee
lion to the Board of Supervisors.
The term-limn proposals have
generated harsh reJotnders from
elected offictals in both major
;:-ar.1~, who usc words like "hypocmy" to descnbe the iniua-

Maro~tf'-.au

Rllf1flH'lg for 5tn term
I

Presidents were ltmtted to two
four-vear terms after Franklin D
R~veil
!0 the ,101:!
for a record
terms. Many
stat~ and cottei ~lfio hmllthe~.
voce of tbetr aovernors and
mayort, b11l oone hmil lcgtslators.
Just three
ago, Republiabout repealcans were
ing the 22nd amendment to allow Ronald Reagan to seek a
third term presodent. And Reagan
has pushed the idea
m speeches smce leavmg office
last year.
But wolh public sentiment
seemtng to lean the other way,
Imllallve
are now croppmg up
no! only state
elected
but also members of the Los Angeles City
Counctl.
Van de
plan- which
is
m an omuauve covering a w1de vanety of pohtical eth·
tcs
- would ltmtt the
other state consti-

.....

~-.II

me ~ure, cmly 14 of
state !lenii!O!'S have been in orfor mooe th&m 12 years, and
nine 00!1111 have lel"ved bet~
ellltt and ., 2 ye&!'l, Sixty~i&ht or
79 Assembly members have been '
dected in the put 12 years, 43 or
thoile ~ina! 19&2.
There currently is one~n
cy in the Assembly and two 10
the Senate.
A third term-limit measure
that would have a gn:ater impaC1
on Incumbents is also pendmg,
but the backers lack funding and
tfley acknowledge that they are
less likely to qualify for the ballot.
That initiative- called
"Operation New Broom" would hm1t cons!llullonal officers and legislators ahke to two
terms m office.
II also would count time served
before the initiattve passes. making excepttons only for those pe<r
pie who are re-elected in November. They could serve one
more term but would be barred
from running in the future.
"Everyone runs out of ideas
after awhile," said Gerald Partam, a former state (ores try director and one of the backers of the
"Operation New Broom" initiative. "I thought I was doing a
good job, but they replaced me as
soon as I left and everything IS
going fine.."
This plan not only would limit terms in office, but would re-

.-m.
cl«ttd off_. ., "'l it
their present jobs before running
for any olller office.

proposing a
consututional
plus etsh! years for state
senl!tors.. !ix years for Assembly
members and an end to pensions
for ~~ state eiee1ed officials.
His pro~l also would start
coulllu~& expenenoe in 1990, except for the 20 state Senate mem·
bers whose
don't
would be,
term in ofSdtab!truorn plan.

hm11

Althott&h he argued aptnst tile
concept of tersn limits; iOem<>Assemblyman Tom Bane
Nu~ analyzed the plans
and concluded that "they won't
have much impact" because the
is greater than people

uves"
"Term limns are for nerds who
don't know when to leave," said
>.ssembly Speaker Willie Brown
Jr .. D-San Franetsco. whose 26
years in office make him the dean
of the Caltfomta Le&tslature.
Assemblvwoman Manan La
Follette, wtio is rcunng this year
after I 0 years m office, is the only
lqtslalor who has spoken out in
favor of term It mots. And even
she is cnllcal of Schabarum and
Van de Kamp.
"If they believe it, why don't
they prne11ce what they pre~~eh?"
••ked La Follette. R...Northridae.

• ;;:,........., '

emor.

By JAMES W. SWEENEY

limits on how long state offiCials can stay on the JOb. although most tncumbents have
S<'f\ed fewer than I~ >ears.
Of the seven state,.;tde eleC1-

'~ •

-

Gov. Geor&e Deukmejian is
rettrina a fier eight years tn office
and Van de Kamp ia &Ivins up
the job of attorney aenon1 af\er
IWQ terms in order 10 run for aov-

Incumbents criticize
proposed initiatives
tnlltall><!$ targeted for the November ballot would put stnC1

· - .......

al

-

Illite OOI'Ittimtioft..

·--She

ot'liy Fong Eu has

~tMII t'WO
wu
~ Ul 1974 and is I'WlKw Iii fi!\11 1Jem1 tbia ye&r.
Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy and
state schools ~upenntendent Bill
Honig each are seeking a third
term in 1990, while Controller
Gray Davis is runnina for a lle()o
ond term and Treuurer Tom
Hayes is running for the fil'lt
t1 me a fler being appointed to replace the late Jesse Unruh in
1989.
Riq

Van de Kamp and Schabarum,
who have hired people to ctrcula~ petitioos. say they are confident they will qualtfy, but Lee
Phelps said it ia an uphtll strugale
for his group, Operation New
Broom, which is relymg on vol-

unteers.
If more than one passes, the
measure with the most votes
i!IQU!d take effw.
Bel::ken of all three measures
said their efforts were bolstered

by a Calibnia

Pol reieued ear-

lier l.hia month ~bowed 71 percent support for 110111e form of
term limit.. although there was
much lett agreement on what
form the restriction should take.
"There is going to be a term-limit (initiative) on the November
ballot, and I'm certain Californians wtll overwhelmin&ly support 1t," Phelps said.
But the results were downplayed by both Speaker Brown
and Mervin Field, whv conducted the poll.
''I don't think voters will go
for it when they look at losing
their member," Brown said.
"(Delaoerat) Sam Farr's (MontaftJ c-cy) dilaric:t knowt
dil'l"ereaoe ~ 1 rookie and
Sam Farr on proeect;ns the <XlMl.
That will translate if each member makes it a referendum on

w

the~"

Fielld ......._

.

"People
is
~ but my f1l'l is all right.
That carries over to doctors are
"""' "~"""' fnr min<'. and all lawtend to say

tbe~ature

yers are croolal' except tor mme
. .. it could go either way."
ihou&h he called the propos..
als "political opportunism,"
Bane said a term limit would
"""-' tf 11 oualifteS for the ballot.
And Senate Republican leader
Ken Maddy of Fresno said the
''public sees it as a panacea for
the problems in the Capitol.~
Bane, who was elected to the
Assembly in 1974, said a term
limit would orevent leaislators
from developing expenise in
comple~ subjects, and it would
make 11 easier for special interests and slllte agenc1es to resist
reforms because they woulcl
know when an adversarialle&islator WQukl be forced from omce.
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Van de Kemp and Board of Equalizatoon member
Conway Como are rettrii'IQ from office thlo
year Their eueeeaaotS would have to ,.... olftoe
In 11199 under any of the thrH a<::-tioa.
Aaaemblvwomen Marian La Follette. R·Not1hrld;e.
Ia the only local leQieltltor not oHklfl9 re ..lectiOn.
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Staffers, lobbyists may gain clout, experts say
By Jon Matthews
Bu Capitol Bureau
Cvnical nh<'ut their politicians. many Californians ma' 'te" two November ball01 initiatives
that would hmll the terms or legisialors as
well-deservl'd opporrunittes to throw the ras·
cah out
Hut wh!l~ tt-• m limits havE" drawn broad sup·
port m public optnion polls. a leading political
scientist and ,.une who lhink term limtls may
be a good 1dca ~d' that capping the number of
years a lej!i,lator t·an serve may bring major,
harmful side etlt...l<;
Some ulth~ potential aft<!rshocks include:
• Forcing out th~ Legislature's "good guys"
along with 11s ··bad guys."
• Making th~ l.t>gtslature's proresstonal staff
members and the legions of lobbyists even
more powerful and influential than they al·
ready are
• Restrictmg '<•ters· freedom of choice.
• Reducin!! ''"'rail legislative experience
and skills
• T•mptintl out~foing lawmUers to use their
official puwers Ill barter ror lucnlive joba in
private indus(ry.
"Certainly the Caltfomill Lecislature Is desewing of eriticism. M_,- is playing fsr too
big a role and ~ are being wi(Jed
year-round.- <.aid Alan ROMIIItlal, a political
Ki4!ntist at Rutg.. rs UniYeflllly and a leading au·
thority on state w,gislatures.
"But I do not think h!rlft limits are a good
idea. I think ynu Wllftl to leave it up to the driU'I!AIIO choose who they Wllftl for a ~
rive. and whetller they wam to vote somebody
•hie into offit-e.·· he saul
Othern. huwever. believe strongly that lmn
limits are a go'l<.ltool - or at least 11 n«essary
evil - tor bringing new blood and new thinking
to a legtslature that is widely vieWed as ineffectiv• and isolated
"I teftd to think thet on belul:e the ~
who rome into pubtic oft'icl! tend to lose lfleir
effectiYene!ls o-·er a period of time. • Aiel state
Allorney General John Van de Kamp. who
launched one <•lthe initiatives as part of his unsuccessful hid h•r the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination
The Van de 1\:.mp measure. which is backed
by the publi<.: mt<'test group Common Cause.
would limit th.. governor and Oilier state ronsti·
!UtionaJ nlllU'f' to two ronsec:uti\'1! four-year
terms while 1estnchng legislators to 12 consec·
utive years in office. 1"11111 measure also proposes numero>~s ethics and campaign fund·
raising reforms
A.nother inittati...-e. backed by los Angeles
County Supef'\·i-or Peter Schllbarum and tax·
payer ad...-ocntes. would limit constitutional officern to '"" terrn:• and would hold Assembly
members to JU>t ,.,. 'ears in office and sena~ors
to eight yea" lht· initiative also would limit
legislati\'e 'i"'"dmtz and eliminate pensions for
lawrmtkl'"

II is a ~1!-docurMn!e<l fact that lelislative
incumbents 111 safely gerrymandered districts with
CM~pailft - r chests
- rarely lose their
for 1'1!-elertlon. ADd a
California Poll taken ellriy lhis year showed
that more than seven
!0 C&lifomla ~n fa.
vored limiting the temlll ol ~orallld other .
state elected officials.
But a review of I~~~
thai there is milCh more tumr.Jftr In the Lei~~·
lature !han many YOieB 1M)' realize. While Incumbents rarely lose. Oilier factor~~ ~ u n!·
tirements. deaths, and adw.ncement to hiaJher
office have contributed lo 11 ~ I_.,.U'e

.

wMre 61 olli7 ~.,. ........ for 10.
yean or lee. TM . . . (WIIIidl exdullla-....
vacant A.:i:-"•001)' ~ pe11 ~If.., .....:
aora'priol'~~ll'lclillcH

Urd

•

Political scientist Rosenthal uid he does not
view term limits u a prmacea for ~
problems and -med !hat If lawmaker~! became less experienced, ~ could be llhifted
to the Capitol's huge. uneleded std.
Rosenthal said he ~of no otller state
thai has term limils for ita~
Claremont Gradwue SdiOOI political scientist Shef!'Y Bebitdi Jel'fe lll!p!ed !hat the potential for spiraling !ltd ~ "ll'' a VW'1 Jecitimate roncern. •
She said she believed the term limits pro- .
posed in the Schabanam imtiat!Ye !In! dearly·
too mort and thai the l!lleii5I.Q is "mean-spirit·
ed. • but added that
lias been Wl"eStllng over
the pros and ooru1 of lonPr fiallb.I\ICI'I 81
in the Van de Kamp lnit~

w

m-

"''m lllmMf ar the,._ -

..-.1 would.

liketoSN~III~It:::h

I

....ad

~-~-ienall!ll 'o,llllllilllo
feufwtM'IIllllillllllUI.biM:O 1W 11 . . . . . . . .

said.

State San. William~ R·Redlands, also
has wrestled over the tmn limit questa, per·
tic:ulariy after
a- ~ reform
initiatives cru!lhed in the .hiM I prlmaly elec·
tion. Thoet measuma, he ..ped. wwld haft.
created more rompetit!Ye ~"districts.
"The political scientist: 1a me apees dlat·
!he-re are Rrioull risks to term limita. Tbey
could lend In make the IN~. the llhlte'a ·
civil service. more~.· he said.
But leonard. who Rid Ilia Is undecided on-·
whether to support either or both of the term.
limit initiatives, said !!l.ldl 11 ~ 111811-' •
dale may be the only . - left for lrlc:rtuinl
political rompelition. 1"11111 ~ pablc support ·
ror term limits
ma ~ but I am
laughing lhi'OIIIIIIUI'S-"
Common Cause ~ the term limb In
the Van de Kamp inWIII!Ye llec:awle !hey are
combined with Olher ethial -~ said
the organization's Ruth~.
"Some lelisllllof!; romplliin abi:M it and say
!his is loifll IO c&!Wib plllll ~ but that all
~ tMy ~ ~ ~ ll guaranteed.;
right to ~ there until !hey
waftl to.'!
leave: she said.
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Sieramento -:·. · ~ , . •: · ;: .::··. · : · · "Arty special interest iDdMdu-': < r
·;:lit a· loti-g''a'nd eotorfuf tirade··: at will tell you he absotutety:pr~"". 1
<

,·

yesterdiy, Atsembly Speaker WU· . fers to be in the hallway ·or l!Mhe \-:; ;-~
lie Brown de~touneed two mea• ;'company of an irtexpertenced;tser· :-:• 1J
sures on the November ballot that.> son who is not as competent·i.ahe:~:>;-'1
_lltillt the terms of eleeted-offleial~ 1 · is on the issues,'~ Brown sai~:t' .,~1.:.;;:. .: ..
saying suehllmlts would hterease.~> · Proposition·!~140 limits ~~teo.· :,
, the power of speeial Interests... · · wide officeholaers·and state senl·:· · ~ 1
· The outspoken . Brown . chal• _; .tors to two consecutive four-year···. ·'l
.lenged 'the author of one term-lim· ·. terms. Assembly· members. mutt ·:. ,
, it initlitfve -:'.retiring Loa Angeles.·.·:. leave after. three two:_year'- tenni~-4'· ~::, t
County; Supervisor: Pete ·Scbaba.: , · The, proposition also. reduces, ~be J, :, i
rum ~ tO a debate ·anytbne, ·any>:· LegiSlature's budget from nearly< -·_, i
. where:--::- . /.-' ;;; '< '·. ·: ., .; • •· \ $190miUioQ1lyeartoapproxbnat&~_?'~l'
iltt•{a..mean.8Plrited ~ ~iiftort:H . IY. $120 million a year•. ;, ~,· {; \ '' i: ;;
thE! Saii'tl\iariei!Jeo Democrat satd· i · Another initiative.~ sponsored~~><···l
'of Scbibarutn's lnitiative, Proposi· :' by-Attorney General John Van de.-:!~~ •
Uon::.t40;· "I :think."(Schabarum) .; Kamp; would -,allow ..... Bc?ard:r.-9~;~... :
-would Uke"nothing,better .than to • Equalization .memf:K!rs and ~te:-~; ·51'
'have special interest totally ln con-. l senators to_stay In_ offtce_12 Y~):-::J.
trol of government.".. .: :' .1 • , •• • 1,whlle forCing Assembly· membets··!)/:·
... _tt took just ofte qlJestiOD on the 1. and other ·statewide oftl<;~ ._to ( :: ·,
subject of terrnliml~ata CapitOl >, h~ave .af~er eigb~ ye.a~.-::·~, :·; 1 ;·fv\~ ;. _ :· <
t>ress conference to IM!nd Brown .. , · . Such limits strip voten oftneit ·- .;·.
into'a ''15-mtnute}streani-of-con· ·-~right to keep a veteran.legtstatOt.i:'r:~
sctousness diatribe on the·evils of · who has represented;,tbeir inter-.;;. · \
such lhntts. That kind of. reaction · est:s well _over the· yean 1 ,Btow11} . ·
indicates that defeat of the two said.
·.
. . , . .' .: ·. ~, 1 ~-; •
propositions imposing such limits . .: _,
, .
· _ ·
· · · • · ·· ·
will be one of his top priorities In·_ Beaeflt of lxpet'leace '( :~: .'·.:t;.~
the November election. · ·.
'·
Defeat of two reapport\o~ent
. • "This Is the only time anyone i!J·... -' l
initiatives was Brown's main ob- suggesting experience is a liabili•:.-.
.
. ty," Brown said•. ''Would.you p~~: .:
jective in the June primary. Ques- · fer to be administered for ·joUr 1 :
tfons- on the topic befOre the etec>· braintumor bY' the surge<)ii ~h~~.' :·'·;
tlon provoked similarly emotional graduated this year or the surgeOn -~ '
responses... · : ·. ·. · . ·
.· · : · who has been practicingAor.~lO JJ.-'
·· · · · ·
' · ··:
' · - ·· ·
years and never lost :a pat(~nl? /:::-:
More Rotklts , : ./.;~
:_ .· ·~- : ~: ~···
:r - ; Which Is the one you would prefet,~: -·
tth!''
·· ·Brown argueiJ· that Umlting the · to do a number on your b~!'(f$t\1t':._
time a laWmaker c.an serve mean~Brown noted that he. did; not4 ~
_more rookies in sacra.mento,,wh:o ,:.;~me speaker untU ;1980f:+J1~;;<:k
will be more eaSUy _.,ulateell)y .. years after he was firSt electea to,f~t
speclallnterffdl:.<!'·:~i-i".l ·'.'::~.- .,. the Assembly.·
·. · :~; ,··: :•·;;':\:~:~}~
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By Roger Canfield

J !~~ting

j

No, 1t 's not another
at a low-income
housing project that
oc<:up>an!ts
of a building so
their future.
While for now
lion-dollar
their aides tn•ml'lill
tive on the November ballot.
well they should.
Lew Uhler of the National
Limitation Committee and
Angeles Superv1sor Pete Scha·
barum have crafted Pf'iopc~t>ition
140 to limit politicians'
office and to make that time
to them.

ditures by 40 percent
not sympathetic to the fears
politicians and thetr aides.
"These cuts are far less
turbing than the sPE!l'lding
that now
explains.
Uhler 1s angry about a
nent establishment" wh<~Se
time tenure" causes it to
"owns the place.·· ...,.,.~.~ ...."'
tion by incumbents of
many Republican staffers
that a ballot
for
defeat for them in n.a1rtil'ubar
almost certain.
Forced to choose, Willie
and David Roberti will
Democrats and fire tf.eii)UI>Itc::an
staffers. One Republk:an aide
ecl1oed others when he
looking for wort. It's gonna
bloodbath."
Uhler hopes then is one,
worries that some Hoi!ywood star
will portray his metiW'e

Au~ust

21, 1990
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CARL INGRAM
~lAPP
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SACRAMENTO-Someone
"S-word"
loud
say
Assembly floor.
The S-word, shorthand for the "Schabarum .
Initiative," had been
around
the
the
of a
nuclear
·

·.1

But thw

state
(

Willie Brown
unspeakable:
''Do you think you won the press war last .
week? I don't think you won. I don't think we
won. I think Schabarum won."
Pleue see SCHABABUM, A14

C.,ntlnued from A3

Schabarum is pugnacious Los
Angeles County Supervisor Pete
Schabarum, a Republican and
a radical ballot initiative
would strike hard at what
many elected state office holders
hold most dear: incumbency, pensions and their own budgets.
The measure would impose for
the first time limits on terms of
office-from the governor and to.
top state officials and legislators. It
would also abolish the generous
retirement
of legislators
enact
cutbacks in the
own spending.
in the Legislature
proposal,
the
nJIJ'-'"""'"' 140, as a direct attack
them, it will be one of two
to
before voters
Atty.
John K. Van
a similar
terms of legislainitiative to
tors and state officeholders, Propo131.

a budget
standoff beDemocrats and
Deukmeal!ies.
staffers,
pormc.aJ consultants and
have begun voicing concern
the deadlock will play into the
of Schabarum.
"Whatever the impasse, it helps
that initiative because it's just
that will strike against
"said Senate lead(D-Los Angelpv•n•~u·

side, Sen. Ed

"embarrassing" deadlock has provided "the greatest campaign propaganda that Pete Schabarum
could ever imagine."
For his part, Schabarum, who
spent five years in the Assembly
before he was appointed to the
Board of Supervisors by Gov. Ronald Reagan in 1972 and will retire
this year, viewed the paralysis as a
big reason to vote for his so-called
"Political Reform Act of 1990."
"It is certainly another example
of . . . a major issue that the
chooses not to deal
" he said
"Therefore, who needs them as they are
currently constituted? The public
needs to get some folks in who are
more interested in the public business than their own personal survival."
Did his blame apply to Deukmejian as well, he was asked. "It takes
two to tango," Schabarum said.
At the Capitol, Democrats blame
""'"u'"'"'""" and the
and
"""'"'"''n""'"'"" blame
a
of
"But opinion surveys,
a Los Angeles Times poll last winter, show
that citizens don't make such clear
distinctions and hold the Legislature as an institution in very low
regard.
Schabarum and Van de Kamp,
who made his "Clean Government
Initiative" an early theme in his
campaign for governor, sought to
capitalize on what they saw as
citizen disenchantment with their
elected state representatives.
There is now no limit on the
number of terms a California state
legislator may serve; senators are
elected to four- year terms and
Assembly members to two-year
terms. The Schabarum plan would
limit members of the Assembly to
three terms and senators to two
terms
with the Nov. 6

i '

I

Critics maintain that the restricted terms constitute
"lifetime ban" on returning to the
Assembly or Senate after an
cumbent's last term has "'"'""r"''"·
One of the critics is Brown, who
said he believes the Schabarum
measure is aimed at him. "I think
Republicans genuinely believe that
the [Assembly] leadership on the
Democratic side of the. aisle can't
be dislodged through the normal
electoral process. They are
anything," Brown said.
The Van de Kamp
limit Assembly memoers
six
successive terms and senators to
three, for a total of 12
After a one-term
service,
a former legislator could run
for the Assembly or Senate.
Under the Schabarum initiative,
the governor and state
dent of public instruction would
restricted to two four-year terms.
Other statewide officers, such as
lieutenant governor, would be
stricted to two terms in the same
office, but could seek other office.
Another major provision
abolish the legislative retirement
program, except for previously
vested members, and
lawmakers to participate
in the
federal Social Security
disability and health insurance
system ..
A third feature would hand the
Legislature an estimated 38% cut
in the amount it can spend. Broken
down by member, this would reduce the Legislature's budget
year from approximately $1.5
lion to $950,000.
Times staff writer Douglas P. Slullt
contributed to this story.
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Term-limit measures on November ballot
more appealing to voters because of budget
By Anne Marie Ternu11
Daily Recorder Staff Writer

While !.he lack of a budget has state
workers worrying about their next
paycheck and the treasurer worrying
about the state's credit rating, legislators have begun worrying about
the Schabarum Initiative.
Now known as Proposition 140, the
inltutivc would limit Assembly members to three terms in office and state
:-.cnators to two terms. The measure
would also set a two-term cap on the
careers of all statewide elected officials
and members of the Board of Equalization, if approved by voters in November.
Given the public's outrage over the
fact lawmakers and the governor went
25
into the new fiscal year before
attempling ro find a budget compromise, legislators may have something
10 worry about
no longer represent
the
represent the bureaucracy," contends Mike Ford, president
of
Marin United Taxpayers
Association and a Proposition 140
sponsor. Ford said the budget stalethe likelihood or
"and legrecent Assembly
amid the partisan hickand name-calling, the words
.. Schaharum Initiative" popped up

ominously as well.
And the initiative, named after Los
Angeles sponsor Peter Schabarum,
isn't the public's only option for
striking back.
V otcrs will also see Atrorncy General John Van de Kamp's "Clean Government Initiative" on the November

Initiatives limiting
tenns of lawmakers
could face the same
all-out battle that
reapportionment
did in June.
ballot in the form of Proposition 13&.
The omnibus measure is aimed at reforming all or state government by
imposing new ethics and campaign fi- .
nancing laws, and by limiting the
terms of elective office.
Not quite as restrictive as Proposition 140, the Van de Kamp measwe
would limit all statewide elected officials w eight successive years in office, while state legislators and members of the Board of Equalization
would be limited to t 2 consecutive
years. Van de Kamp's m~ure would
also allow lawmalcers to sit out a term

once their 12 years have been completed, then run again for the same

offace.
But if the recent
crisis is
what drives voters to impose term
limits on state legislalOn, they could
be defeating the ~·
After all, the Senate was able to
produce a bipartisan budget while the
Assembly could not, and Senate President Pro Tern David Roberti attributed
the difference to the fact that most
senators have been around a while
longer and are no longer as ideologically driven.
"We have a memory that a lot of
the younger members of the Assembly
don't have," he said. "We bow what
happens when somebody doesn't get
their check. We know the guilt."
While senalOrs may want lO fight,
said Roberti, D-Hollywood, "we put
those fights off, or pick them for the
very. very important causes."
Assembly Speaker Wime Brown
has already designated the fight
against any term limit a very important cause.
Brown, who has referred to term
limits as being "for nerds," vows to
fight them as he did reapportionment
in June.
Considering the fight he ud the
Democrats waged then, and !.he fact
that many Republicau wm join in
fighting term limits, Proposition 140
could go down ro the wire, said Ford .
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fof, Limiting Legislators' Terms~:·~ 1\~:
By Greg
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Legislators have freely admit·
Legislators are intensely opposf:;
ted in the past seven weeks that ed to the idea of term limits and' •
there will be only one winner in say the power of lobbyists will in;.-·
the partisan wra~gling over the cr~ase with more turnover in legis;:··
state's new $55 billion spending .lat1ve seats.
plan: the "Schabarum initiative."
"Term limits mean people are
The initiative would limit the told they can't vote for a person np .,
terms that lawmakers serve and matter how competent they ar~.
would cut the budget for legisla- no matter how honest and no mat-;:'
tors' salaries and staff expenses ter how much expertise they hav& .:
from $190 million each year to developed at serving their constiL.
roughly $120 million. Sponsored by uents while in office," said Assem.:>
1 1
former Los Angeles county Super- bly Speaker Willie Brown.
J,'
q_.,,
visor Pete Schabarum, it is Proposition 140 on the November ballot.
"By not getting out of here
quickly and cleanly, we probably
added another 10 percent to the
vote in favor of the thing," said
Assemblyman Bill Baker, R·Danville.
The initiative would limit Assembly members to six years in
office. Senators and other statewide officials would have to move
on after eight years. Polls show
that at least 65 percent of Californians approve of the idea of term
limits.
And proponents of Proposition
140 think that support will rise because of the record 27 days into the
new fiscal year that it took to
reach a budget accord. ·
"In an indirect way, the mes,sage people got was, 'Why do we
have these people in Sacramento
anyway?' " said Charles Gale, a
spokesman for the initiative. "For
a month we had the courts making
the state's fiscal decisions."
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Van de Kamp ro es Ballot Plan
to Limit Lawmaker Terms, Funds
By JOHN BALZAR.
Times Polihcal Wn~
Bring~n~ bill campa~gn !or governor to hfe after labonous week.8
Jf pianrung, Atty. ~n. John Van de
:-:amp made a leap for the !ugh
<rOurfd on government ethics F'rl·
':ay, propomng a ballot :mua•.:ve to
.:m.Jt terms of state office:1-:,.ders
ami tire money that flows to them
flclm spec1al mterests
He called state gover:1ment
)p'amp" of m1ghty spe<:lai·mter~ influence. To c1ean 1~ up, he
.aid. taxpayers w11l have to p1ck up
1 share of the costs of poilt1c~
campa1gns for the Legtslature, the

governorship and other stateWide
::>ffices.

His gameness m challengmg the
everyday conduct oi governrQent
and the WLllingness t.0 force polltlctans out of theli atfl.cee after set
:erms add up to t.he ·~ tilu'tng
:nove of Van de Kamp's J.ong ana
~euured

political. career
It also is a step born of necess1:v.

The two-term Demoerauc attome;
'!eneral and former Los Ange•es
County district attorney 1s fac1:1g
•-depth camprugn potls that ~eii
1m Califorruan.s are not lookmg for
;tatus quo leadership m the 1990
·ace for govel'l'l~CX' but on hun~r.v.
1s one adVlSel' put it. "for sorr ~e
· :.rrn over the tables.~
:--his package could do prec. · . v
·.hat. puttmg the two-tR--:n Derr.o-

:rat!c attorney genera. at odds
"'lth legtsiaton and .others off1ce~ciders :n and out of his own party.
"":'hts 1s a campaign abou:
-~a,Nre. · he sa1d. as if delighted tc
~ave ptcked the ftght.
Important INue
1"he 1rutiative also gives Van de
'<.arnp-nd.tculed by nvaJs &S a
'c>hn- rome -lately" -something
;trong to say on an IsSue destined to
')tay an tmportant part in the' 1980
-~bernatorial

campaign debate·
'-lbhc disquiet about the integnty
Jf government.
M.ajor provts1ons of the ballot
:>ropoeltion as sicetched out by Van
Je Kamp at press conferences In
3urbank. Sacramento and San
?ianCISCO W()U}(j,

• ll1lPOSe Califorrua s fi:-st-eve:-

M!KE MEADOWS I Loa . . . . ·l'lma

Atty. Gen. John Van de Kamp
• Enact aseorted ot.i'er changes
:n ethics law& mcludtr.z a ban on
politica.l lu:moranum.s and str1cter
conflict.":.ci -Interest restrJctions on
iegW&tive votes. Future attorney
generals would be empowered to
;r:!Xlint ~~peci.a.l proaecu:ors m some
-:. ~ruptlall cases. In add: :.ron. public
officials, mcluding ;egull!ators.
would bQ. banned from lobbymg
state ~ent for a year after
ieavilll office.
'The~ truth il'l that we !'16ve
allowed government ami politics m
Call.forni:a to mnk mto a awcksand
of ~erest monev Van de
KaJDi> said. reading a ;Jreparea

r:!E

StaU!mUL
Yet. we naively e-xpect public lllJlKI. on
offloala t.o crawl t.J1rou8h that ,#raon may
lf1lllaiP c:a a daily buls and come· yean for the
out ella l'urt.e t~ to tell you and eight Yeart ftr

to.

year~ a !UonbiUot.
efllee-12
Almouncement of the ethics in 1
ly and Senate uattn came at a time when Van dt
•tewtde con- Kamp's campaign, hts status as tht
that If
dlran gWVemment, stituttonat officers. The limits · Establishment favorite for th(
1t's tiJM -.c~Paaethe swamp."
would not be retroactive. Instead. Demoeratic no:runation and h1s trr,
Van ~ indicated that he the cu.k would •'¥' ~ Qf the 1990
W1ll c01!41f_,h·tth puollc mterest electiODS.
·
- -.. - .,e u a "winner" are being ealle
leaders ;:::(ror. out detatl.s of ~he
• Ask candidatea fJJt the Legisto question by party activists an
proposal ar.d gtve iawmakers :~ lature and -.w*;tllfke to acSacramento one last chance to take cept a ceilbal ont&Mile'~ , even eome of hiB own suftporters
dramatic acuon on their own. Then spetldiJll ~ acl'lanle fdt
c I
~bout the spring and aum
he said he will proceed w1th a finam:tng Of approxtlu.tely *to : mer. Yande Kamp has felt ~sur
ongnature-gathenng drive to obtain 40% of their tow polit1eal bu.dgeta.
to erwate more energetically in th
~he 595.485 valid vNer names' The exact eeWng on each race and
1990 campaign prehmtnanes. Be:
needed to Win the meuure a slot on the ~-an eosts to taxpayers are
he resisted, even as rival:> seeme<
to be gaining at his expense.
. "'• Novembe•.1990. ,...,., ''"· otillbetng41

.,_t

IO

The attorney general insulted on
and developing an in1deas m
corurulwith his
of poiiucal
advu1ers and at his own deliberate
manager Richie
lyrics of a 1960s
1110ng to explain

of Van de Kamp'a alow
melhodl: "It's oot what
like

for a ballot
imtiat!ve wu

of a~ of

announcements resulting from the
l!leSsions. The package of
is~

to

the framework and rationde
guberruuoriwith
he hu

accept. PAC money,

by opponenl.l!

est
He's
lnps from
The only oorlillrurtt hal
desire for publk: fund!! for cam·

u increasingly
on
laue. Thill~ not
because of his own ethics, which oo
known ue untarnished,
but

he il California's chief

Reaction

;;;;w enforcement officer at a time

frmn

when the spotlllht. on government
has come to rest on numerous
li!C!mdals. Van de Kamp, to
of political ~lll.
a bit player in the

not

bet:ter~~=~

fee?
than ever to
.repl"e8ent. my
Assemblyman Mike Rool
Angeles), who Waft a-face u
u a loaf of Freneh bread u
watched Van de Kamp'l!l l..ol An·
gelea prea conference.
Van de Kamp aid the limit on

Both of Van de Kamp's leading
have already signaled their
own strategies that recognize the
public's growing doubts about the

of government.
Ctunpalp
Dianne Feinitein, the former
of San Francisco, ia shaping
uemocr~IUC milmat"V campaign

u an outsider
of restoring people's faith
mgovemmenl
As for Van de Kamp's initiative,
Feinstein spokeswoman Dee ·Dee
dismiued it thus: "Perhaps
Van de Kamp il hoping the
public will forget the FBI lurid to
come in and investipte ool'l'UptioD
m Sacramento."
ru>:om1n~~n candidate for governor
Wilson, in his second term
as a U.S. senator, frequently draws
between his career 18
and bill campaign now.
he left a seat in the
Legislature to take over u mayor

Legislative ~ was the mOIIt
difficult declaton be had to m8ke in
draft.inl hifi ~· He dlotie to
proceed., be IIWd. becatwe "our
aymmof~thu

en00 into

c«v«uJl't'

of San Otego amid a cor-mptkm
~candal

there. Destiny now calla
again, he says.
As for Van De Kamp, Wililon
Otto Boo laid: "He Ia
to have a tough time cl&lming
l~>aaer'!iln:l~ on this aince there Ia
Rro, in Uae record. . . .
""·-~~·- he been! He's really been

N\!fi.mn'l:ll'n

believe the
II a grat.uito"l.l8

il

jp'idlock Of

~l!iiYUI"'

incumbency protection ud the
~of~in~

'!'his change il 'W'Orth
ca\,lle what w~·re

working."

i

now

...
be~

.. * * *
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p Joi s rive to Li It
La"'IJMakers' Terms

'

B1111l~ Kei'Wtnf!r
.~Chroltklf! Stlel"tUft#nto ~u

Saeramento

The Ralph '\fader-Harvey Ro-

senfield team that overturned the
state's auto-insurance system in
1988 is adopting an initiative to
limit lawmakers' terms as its project for this November.
The consumer advocates have
aRreed to join a news conference
today for Proposition 131, which
llmus statewide elected officials to
right consecutive years in office
and members of the state LegislaIW'e to 12 years.
_ The endorsement is especiallv r
in light of last week's
Poll, which indicated
that voters are more likely to be
swayed
the opinions of Nader,
the Washington-based consumer
advocate. than by any California
political figure.
Rosenfield, a former Nader
aide. ts the author of Proposition
103, the measure that imposes stiff
statewide regulations on all property and casualty Insurance rates.
His success in persuading Nader to
for the measure is widewith leading to its narpassage.
Our theme is that we want to
<;weep the state clean." Rosenfield
sa1d
"We'll be out there
"We wouldn't have had to do
103. we wouldn't have to do 'Big
Green: if it weren't for the fact
that the Legislature is bought and
for by special interests," he

Rosenfield's statewide Voter
Revolt organization is available to
join the campaign because it does
not have any measures on the bal-

lot this year. In addition to campaigning for Proposition 131, Vot·
er Revolt will work this fall to
gather enough signatures to qualify a second auto-insurance initiative for 1992.
Proposition 131, sponsored by
Attorney General John Van de
Kamp, San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery and California Common Cause,
also provides for partial public
campaign financing for candidates to state office who agree to
limit campaign expenditures.
Opponents, including Dan
Stanford. former chairman of the
Fair Political Practices Commission, argue that the state financing
clauses will mean that taxpayers
will give at least $12 million a year
to politicians.
Proposition 131 is the liberalsponsored version of two term-limitation measures this fall.
The second measure, Proposition 140, sponsored by conservative Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Scbabarum, would limit
statewide officers and state senators to lifetime service of eight
years and Assembly members to
six vears. It also reduces the Le~islature's internal expenditures by •
40 percent and restrteta ~p· ·~
pension benefits.
~ ..;::!'
Rosenfield said be bad not Ulk- :
en a position on 140 but ts williDg . :.
to bold discussions about formilalan alliance with the Schabarum. •
despite their political differences.'
The campaign against both
measures is led by Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown, D-San Fran· .
cisco, whO held a Sl,(IOO.per·person ...
fund-raiser last night for the cam1, ..
paign at the Regent Beverly wu~ ...
shire Hotel In Beverly Hills.
___ .
Brown has said that term Umtts ·~:
would produce inexperienced l"t, 1 ,
isla tors, who could be more eutbt.;.
Mntrolled bv cofl)Ofate lobbyist$:::

'
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Tenure in Congress to 12 Years
..apital and One-Third of the States
,-------------------------,

! Election Returns
Snts.:ltTJoUR.NAL

than two r.en·

tunes ,tgtl. when the early

r.s.

ment lurnbt>red
llcles of Confederatmn. '""""'"'~''
under ng1d term restnct10ns. So when hiS
three ypars were up,
Jeg~slator
named James Madisoo
h1s seat m the
Contmental Congress lllld moved back to
rural VirgJma.
The debate that
out U.S. politics smce the
Arucles of Confederation sent
packmg IS
pubhcan Party
congres·
s1onal term llmllalJons, and
efforts
to amend the Constitution to
tenure
m Congress to 12 years are being pressed
here m the cap1taJ, with
dnves un·
1Jer way 1n at least a
of the states.
The farther
from Washmgton,
D.C.. you g<Pt." says
state Rep.
Jun Hanson of Idaho, "the more frustrated
you gl'l w1th Congress."
The movemPnt. wluch over the years
has attracted the
of such figures
as Abraham
Truman.
Dw1ght Eisenhower
John
IS
ilt>JnK stoked by worries that
contemporary Congress is in
of ht>commg a
permanent force in
1ts mem·
bers VIrtually immune to
"The
public, .. argues Hoose GOP
Newt
Gingrich of Georg~a, "will not accept a
permanent. self elected
"
Many of the foot llOidJers
are Republicans, wilo
have a natural susp1c1on of permanent fi!OVemment
and who--not w comctdemally, Democrats
r tJarge- would be the
bene !I·
c1anes of a system that
permit
entrenched lawmakers to serve more than
SIX two·year terms m trn> Hoose and two
SIX- year tt>rms lii tlle Selll!.l!!.
But the sentiment that driv!'S this move·
ment 1s shared by some Democrats, too. A
third of the Senate co-spooSOI"S of the idea
are Democrats. a!ld so are more than a
quarter of the members o! tlle board of
Amencans to Limit Coogresslooal Terms.
"Pt>Ople are up to tbe chokepoint with
the view that Congress has corruptl'd it·
<;;>If," savs former OProocratlc R~p. Lud
Ashley. who represented !lis Olllo dlstr!ct
for 13 House terms befOrE! being de!eatl'd
m 1980. "There's no real pollticaJ accounta·
bility m Congress.
advantage goes
to the Incumbent
wholE' movement
bespeaks a frustratloo that is astound·
mg."
~any of the cntlcs of the effort. includ·
mg Republican lawmakers. argue that 12year service limltatlo!IS would only
strengthen lobbyists, who aren't accountable to ;·oters. and Increase the power of
department and
who often
serve for l1fe.
would only make the
bureaucracy all the
" says
Republican Sen Rudy
sot a.
These lawmakers
that
the complexity of Issues
a tril·
IJOn·dollar enterprise like the federal gov·
ernment demands
llJld exper·
tise. 'T ve only been
Ull'l!e
but
as I see the complexity of
Is
np4>rl1'<11n hamlir, U1e
uf experience levels
t.1nt." says Democratic
nf :'-lorth Dakota.
:his just don't hav!'
penence to ask the
play our ovPrsigl!t
The leaders ol
fort, which Is fueled
Prallng out of rhe

Perrcntagf of Hou~
1 and won rf"-t>lt-ct 10n

members who sought

~~·r-------·--------------,

!<2

JiucaJ consultant EddJe Mahe, want to Impose a major change on Congress and to
alter the perspectives of lawmakers.
.. I believe that If we knew oo Day One
lbat we couldn't parlay this into a career.
no matter how many carloads of pork we
shippl'd home, there would be a fundamen·
tal change ln attitudes," says GOP Sen.
Gordon Humphrey, who Is leaving the Sen·
ate after t'lll> terms ll1ld Is contemplating a
campaign for state senate in his hometOWll
of Chichester. N.H. "This whole Idea of ca·
reelism woold dissipate-and no single reform woold do more good tban that."
Congress in its early years had no such
problem. Altbou(h efforts to 1mpose term
limitations popped up from time to ume in
thP early.~~ tUllaW·
rnaMtrM!la' on~ four y!!li'S In the
ROUSI! and six in the Senate generally pre·
vatll'd uaW tile Civil War era. Abraham
Lincoln. for example. servl'd a single term
in the House and then movl'd back to llli·
nols. not to n>turn to Washmg10n until he
was elected prPStdent.

Since then, however, the average tenure
m Congress has wcreasl'd, 111 part because
of the mountmg role sPnumty has played
m thE' mstltutlon·s internal politics. In fact,
according to Sula Richardson. a Library of
Congress analyst. "pub!Jc dOd rnngresswnal sentiment leanl'd toward encourag·
ing rather than discouraging longevtty in
Congress."
Today House members have served an
average of nearly a dozen years. With 14 of
them serving at least since January 1909.
Rep. Jamie Whitten 1D .. Miss.'· the chairman of the House Appropriations Commit·
tee, joined the House in November 1941.
Sen. Strom Thurmond IR., S.C.' jomed the
Senate in 1954 and at age 87 is sei>king
another slx·year term th1s November.
Many skepttcs contend limitinr law·
makers· terms would undercut the fundamentals of democracy. "How is 1t democratic to say that wmeone can't return a
lawmaker if they like h1m and want h1m
there for more than 12 years·:" asks
Charles Jones. a Universltv of Wisconsm
poUttcaJ scientist who has ·studied the ISsue. "This whole thing IS a guess that wme
people ba ve about a stalemate or a poli u·
caJ sltuatiOII lbat they don't like. They
don't kx010 this Is the cauSE'. This is a wlu·
tloo in search of a problem ...
Meanwllile. the debate IS taking on a
sharper partisan l'dge. Strategists at the
Democratic NatlooaJ Committee are con·
templaUng wrlttng a letter to incumbent
senior Republican lawmakers askmg thPm
if they endorse this proposal.
"The R~publlcans can't wm in thP currP.nt set of rules. su thev want to rhange
them in the middle of the game," says M1·
chael McCurry, the DNC' s spokesman"There's already a mechanism in placP
for voters to turn out the polr'ticlans they
don't want m office. They JUSt ote agamst
them. ·
t1"i )_ t
r ~
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Operation
By Anne Mane Ternu1111
Oa,ly AIIICOrdsr Staff
An •mtUIUve

office' to two terms
Wllh the Attorney
'The prol)OS!ll IS

1lar proposals VOterS
November 1990 ballot.
Backer' of lhe Ciuzens' Representauon

the legislators to eight yean in office,
regardless of which house they MVe in.

Operation New Broom members say
an eight-year limit it not enoogli. as it
allows members of the Assembly three re·
election campaigns and four «mmll.
"There's an old saying that ld'lt:r three
days. both fiSh and ho~ begin to
smell bad," Phelps said. ·0ur pooition is
!hat the same thing is true of legislators

after
collectively known as O,m!.IOI\
Broom - say limmng
to just
une re-electioo campaip- 'Will lid me
system of ~=rup~:m

"lt is lhe
;;ess, askmg for
again. that IS the
Bill Sullivan,

twO

terms.·

Auomey General John Vu de Kamp
included a term-limitation cl.iiiwle in his
Clean Government Initiative filed Oct.
10. That initiative would timit til stale
office·ho!ders to two consecutive term!,
except for Assembly members and Sen·
alorS, who would be limited to six and
three consecutive le!TI!S
After reaching the limit for
sit out one
officials would be required
term before being eligible to run ~Pin·

Operntion New Broom ~ fmd
Van de Kamp's initiative lacking liS well.

"All it meus is

~Nil

!IIIey am serve

their terms, take a vac!WOil.
'ampa~gns.

"If you don't
you can't be re-elected.
groups have no hold
Phclp.,, an authOf of
The Citizens' Re!JR:S:e!Jillti<ln
would also C!ld
bcncftts. olhcr

Act

Phelps said. "In ~=~~~~-~
time cal"eer with an o
year or twO 10 go to Tahiti or serve as a
consullalll for the
We iMilk
it's
flawed. ll
the

probl.em.

slJIII: elec!ed offteia!s..
Because it
to two terms,

is the

most sweepmg

!ei'm·

hmiting i.mlllltivcs.
An trutilltive

their

c~

and name lliiiOI!IPti*lll
and come back here
war

The problem,
New Broom
members say, is career
'liMo
have forgottell what !heir ~tuerii'S'

needs. Me. And they point to the prohfcrauon of cauzen mttiauvcs as prool
that the lawmakers aren't doing thetr jobs.
The citizens themselves. they say, woold
do the job.
"We have many, many talented people
in California who would come here lllld
serve for a short time as a citizen legislator, leave and go back and live with

The AG's Clean
Government
Initiative would
limit all state officeholden to two
consecutive terms,
except for
legislators, who
would be limited to
three or six terms.
the lam that they melle," Sullivan said.
Sullivu and the m~t ol Operation New
Broom said if they succeed with ibis
in~. dlcy will have the mornen!Wil
to take llrellr' cause 10 thl! llllliooal level
"We mink if we call begin a tidal wave
here in California, it will sweep the na-

tion.."

said~

The Citizens' Represenllltion Act, once
approved for cin:ulalion. wiU need at least
595,485 signatures 10 qualify for thl!
November 1990 ballot.

A Sunset for Elected Offici~ls
An ovenrhehning majority of
California voters support the notion of limiUDJ the &emu of state

eletted offtdab, aeeordW, &o
new polL

a

CUrrently, four propoeed biJlot 1
measures are being ctrculated that 1
would impose a two-term limit on I
state officeholders.

In a survey. conducted Febru·
ary 2 through February 10, the California Poll found that 71 percent
of the state's voters favor the idea
of limiting the number of terms
that elected state officials can
serve. Just 26 percent were lnclln·
ed to retain the current system of
allowing public otfldlll to run for
as many tei1DI u tbey ch0018. The
remainder .bad ~ opUdoD.
There wu not a great deal of
difference ln tbe way RepUbUcu.a

and Democrats felt about tbe Ja.
sue, according to Mervin Field,
wbo conducted tbe survey.

Jt/
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Lawmakers slip
in public esteem
rrerrn-limiting initiatives may benefit
By Herbert A. Sample
IJN' Capitol 8urt'au
Californi<~ns· appr<~isal of their
Legi'ilaturr and the joh it does is gf'tting WOI'ir. ac< onlinf'; to a new Cali
fornia Poll
llw tindin~s !lf tlw surw_v could hP
llHH e had n•·w•; fn1 l<l\\'lll:IIH'IS who
ar!' ,,·orking to ddt•;lf l\\o initiatin·s
on the Nn\Tilllwt h;•IIPt that S!'t'k to
limit tilf' mnniH'I nl tnnh tlwv rmd
~I alP

Ph•cft•d <>ffl\'i:d~ 111:1\ <:t'IYI'

llw p<>ll f<<titHI th:1! /I (H'tn•nt IH'IiP\'t' tlw I •·ghLJI!l!(' 11;1'; dntll' a poor
nr n.•ry pt><ll j<>h. I/ pt·tn·nt said it
has do1w .1 Lti1 i• •h :111d :•? fWI CP!ll lwliP\

<'it

ILl'

j"h St•\ I'll
I hat
pt•fl·•·nl

d• 1111'

t'll•·nt or good
h:Hino npinion

:111 (''\t

IH'I ct'nl

l'<'lllJl<ll '"' to I ~ISS. wlwn II
ft-11 ill<' I q~islatntt• h;~d dotH'

!'""' h

;;n fll'H <'Ill l"'ll'·"·d it lwd
d·•n" ,, L1•1 1.. 1. •nd r• !"'" ''"' ~:1id it
I <:HI d<'•tt' <'-··II

I wid ~:1id Ill''
sunf'v·s finding·: :nt· "nn ''lii'Jltistaml indicate an irltTI':l-.:ing """tra
tinn \\ ith ''"''' !~•l\ •·rnnwnl
!'nil dnn tot

r-.1.-11 111

"I hen• s ;~ g• ""in!! 1<':11 and apprehen~ion th:1t I" "l<l•·ms are o\·erwhl'lming tllf• g<l\·ernmf'ntal
process." lw said "l'rohlnn<; heronw
fllOif' and 11101'!' intr;H taf>Jp l'iw IHIITl-

ber of problems increase. There's not
enou~h money to deal with all of
them. So there's this loss of confidence in government doing what it is
supposed to do ...
held also said thP dour attitudes
are furling the si~nific<~nt support
among volf'rs for a p<~ir nftpnn-limit
initial in's.
l'roposit ion I: I 1. sponson•d hy Altomf'y <;eneral .lnhn Van dP l<amp.
would limit i\ssemhlv nwmh\•rs to six
t\\O-\'P<ll tt'llllS, S\'ll<IIO!S to thrPP
fotll--yPat !Pnns and ~tal\' conslilu
1innal nil in•rs Io Iwo four· ypar Iprms.
It also would imposf' \'arious Plhks
tf'fonns and provitle lor p:ulial puhlic financing of campaigns.
Proposition I ·10. sponsorPd hv Los
Angplpo; Conntv Supervisor PPil'
Schahattllll, would hold AssPmhly
ltll'ltlfH'IS to thii'P (WO·VPal' fl'l'lll>;
;md --;pnatnr~ and con~tilutional olfi·

c!'rs IP l\\1) fmii-\Tar t!'rms. It also
would nn h IP~islat i\'(' n·lirPment
lwtlf'lih and plan• a ""I' '"' IPgi..,bli'l' ~JH'IH1il1~.

,\ ( 'alifornia I' oil la<;t

11

Pl'k 'ihn\H'd

that n!l Jlt'ICt'nl of votns il!!;rPt'd With
at g1mwnts forwardt>d by proponents
of the measures lh<~l legi!'lators remain in office too long and indicalt'd
s!n •ng support for hot h propo'iit inns.

I

State legislature's job appraisal
The survey was conducted Aug. 17·27 by

phone among a statewide cross seclion ol
1,235 adults. II has an eslimaled sampling
error of plus or minus 4.1 percentage points.

1990 1988 1983

-~~iiliiilii~ i·~ffP''~,,-

47%

50%

Poor/very poor · 24%

Ho/o

7%

7%

Fair
No opinion

· 23%
41%
28%
8%

The latest SUivey asked 42H regis
IPrPd vott•rs their opinions of Assembly Sppakcr Willi!' llrown, 1>-San
Francisco, and Senah· l'n•sident l'rn
lf'm David Hoher1i, D-l.os Angeles.
It found nrown is much het1e1
known. t'Vf'll though hoth have lwld
tlwir posts since taft• I!IHO. Bul tlw
sp••ak•~r is less WPII thought of. SPV·
l'llt~·-thrN' pt'ITf'nt ollhosl' pnllt•tl
had !ward of him. or tlwt numhel.
however. only :i·l pen·ent had a favorable vil:'w of him whill' :m percent
had an unfavorable view.
Thirty-two ppn·,.nt knew of Rolwrli. hght,.Pn pPn'l'lll thought wt•ll ol
him ami I I pPn'f'lll t!itlnot
lhnsl' Slll'\'l'YI'd also said tht' l.eg
isla I me and ( lov. I kukmPjian han
tiJ,.d thP state hudgt>t nisis poorly.
llw n•sults of llw poll me hasPd 011
tt·h·ph"lll' inlnvit·ws with 1.2:1:. Cali
fnlllia adults on-r a Ill-day period
t•ndin~~ :\ur; '!.7. 'llw mar~in of

err"'

is plus or minus l.l pP.tTenla~t·
points. Tlw Prror mar~in for llw
lltown-RohNii findings is I.K per
t·rntag<• poinh.

I

Oklahomans limitlawmakers' terms
Bee News Services

Oklahoma politicians may have
felt the first ripples of a national
wave of voter frustration Tuesday,
when their state became the first to
limit the terms of state legislators
since the U.S. Constitution was ranfied.
The ballot proposition, which received overwhelming support in
Tuesday"s primary, limits state lawmakers to a total of 12 vears in the
Legislature. Current members would
be allowed to serve an additional 12
vears after the constitutional amendment goes mto effect.
With 98 percent of the precincts
reportmr.;m the ballot question, there
were 44ij.338 "yes" votes to limit leg-

Oklahoma primary
>'Jith 98% of prectncts reporting

Limit terms?
Yes
No

Total
440,338
214,262

%

67
33

islauve service. and 214,262 "no"
votes. a ratio of 67 percent to 33 percent.
Oklahoma's initiative is seen as a
test case for similar propositions on
the November ballots in California
and Colorado. The Colorado amendment also would limit congressional
terms. which could leave it open to a
constitutional challenge.
There are two initiatives to limit

legislative terms in California, Propositions 131 and 140. A California Poll
earlier this month showed both favored by huge majorities.
Proposition 131 would hold Assembly members to six two-year
terms and senators to three four-year
terms. It also would impose various
ethics reforms, provide for partial
public financing of campaigns and
limit statewide officials such as the
governor to two four-year terms.
It was sponsored by Attorney General John Van de Kamp in his unsuccessful campaign for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination.
Proposition 140, sponsored by Los
Angeles County Supervisor Peter

seelmrr. back page.At14
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Limit
Continued from page Al
Schabarum. a conservative Republican. would limtt Assemblv members
to three r-vo-year terms and senators
to two four-vear terms. It also would
curb retirement benefits for former
legJslators. limit legislative spending
and restrict statewide officials to two
four-vear terms.
Proponents of the ballot measures
across the country say voters are becommg increasingly fed up with career politicians they believe put professional interests before the needs
of their constituents.
By placing caps on a lawmaker's
tenure, they hope to bring back the
"citizen legislator" - the grocers and
bankers, schoolteachers and farmers
- who once ran for office out of civic
duty. To evoke this nostalgic past, the
sponsors of the Colorado initiative
delivered their petitions in a covered
wagon.
··Professional politicians lose touch
With the real world," said Lewis Uhler. leader of the National Tax Limitation Committee and co-sponsor of
one of the California ballot measures.
"We need people with skills in various professions and walks of life,
not career legislators who may know
the legislative rules or the old boy
network. but little else."
Opponents of the measures charge
that the ballot initiatives restrict a
voter's right to choose.
··we have to put this in a category
of something less than a democracy,"
Oklahoma State Sen. Ray Giles said.
"It restricts the rights of the voters."
Oklahoma seemed an unlikely
place for a political revolt that some
experts predict will blossom into a
nationwide movement.
Over the past 20 years, one in every four incumbents in the O~oma
legislature has failed to be re-elected.

ln addition, legislative sessions are
short and most legislators are business officials or farmers, Giles said.
But a
economy and controversial tax increases by legislators
paved the way for a well-funded campaign that gathered wide support.
As a result, the initiative drew little
organized opposition from politicians
who feared a voter backlash could
hurt their chances in Tuesday's statewide elections.
The self-effacing opposition in
Oklahoma stands in stark contrast to
the opulent show of defiance by Cali- ,
fomia politicians, who face an uphill
battle to defeat the propositions.
Last week, Assembly Speaker Willie Brown threw a lavish $l,OOO..a-plate, black-tie banquet as part of a
$5 million fund-raising effort to de- 1
feat the measures.
Brown has argued that term limita,.
tions are "anti-democratic."
''If you are pleased with your representatives, you ought to keep- voting for them," he has said. "This is .
the only time that anyone is sugpst.
ing that experience is a liability."· ·
In other primary voting Tu~ ·
outspoken Boston University President John Silber shocked the Massa:
chusetts political establishment' by
winning the Democratic nominatiou
for governor over former state Attorney General Francis Bellotti.
Former federal prosecutor William
Weld won the GOP nomination.
The Massachusetts primary was
waged against the backdrop of a failing state economy and a governor.
Michael Dukakis, who had tumbled
from near president to political
ne'er-do-well. Dukakis did not run
for re-election.
The Bee Capitol ~reau contribut-. ~
ed to this report.

Schabamm s rises
y,
doesn't file for re-election
dtcatwn of h1' plan., tn ••·n·nt
\'l'Cks and the moH' ramc a\ ;1 ~u•·

AIIOCt&led Press

Pete Schaharum. a comhat1vc
conservatavc who has ~crvcd is
years on the JXl\H'rtlJicountv Hoard
of Supcrvasors. dcdmed 10 lik lt11
r6dectaon by thl' j p.m. Jeadhm·

Friday.

,he deadline ha~ passed for lum
to'{ile." county Kei~t!ttrar·Hecordcr
Clierles Wetnburd sa1d afll·r the
deadline. explam1ng the Vl'teran s.upervisor cannot run ti1r rt··dc,·uon

·thiiJ fall.

The deadline for other candl·
dalc:s. however. IS ) pIll. W,·dnl'S•
day, opening the dn<Jr lor an dectoni free for all. \~ of I fl(iav. onh
Jim Mihalka . .1 Lo' Anr.d~·s
paramcdtc from ( i kndor;t. had
filed to run for the! olfice.

uty

Schabarum. 61. had mdtcatcd

last year he was mchned to lc:wc

politics for a more financ1ally rewudina c:areer. but he gave no m·

rn~·

to man,.

"I ran't hd1,..,,. 11." -.;ud 4th Ill\·
tnU SUJll'f\'l~.>r (),·anc Dana. "lk·,
1:4'ally li\l'd them all !!"oJ." he .HIJed, rdernnl! In poll·nt1al • ;tndl,t;.t,·s v.ho niU)itki.'Hk ~oon "hrth·
l'f to emo:r the \ltdc-otl\:11 ronlt''l.
"I \l,as surpn!>Cd and \ht~tknl."
.\rd l>1,1nrt '>urt'C\1\nr I d I ddmart~ud m a \latl·mcnt.
The fiw-n1e
·r hoard ha"' hct·n
battling the sticc lkpartmcnt

and local
al c

·

nic group~ 111 federlle{tauons that tht· ~u

lll'rvtsors' dastnct !mundane!>

dt~

t:nminatc ag.amst Htspam"' \O!I:I'
Srbabarum 's I~~ l>1!>1fll.'l v.a,
among those cons1dered must \ ulnrrable to n•vtsum lx'cau....: of the
htgh Hispanic population 10 tl11:
San Gabncl Vall.:y he has rl'pn··
sentcd smcc 1972.
The ~upcrvisor's chief deput}

I om tllhllard.

~tWill

p;ul oltht· .tl-

tl'IIHloll Ill iht' fOUill\ dn'I!Oil 1\'0!·
1\ll:lr'\ olftn• 111 tht,-nl\ 111 ( nm-

mnn·. \l hnt· h .... dt.tndttl;lln lllll\l
f1k th<'lf lllknl tu run liu dn 11011.
A hall-doJt'll lt'Porll'f'i ill"' !!.llh<ll'lllll the tl,·li-·, ullin·. l>utllih·

harJ rd'u\Cd to

;tll\\lt'f qul~litlll'

.thout ~.;haharum·, llll<'llllolh.
Srhaharum \\:1\ • •ul •,f the ofli, ,.
1mb\ ;1nd rould noll'<.' :,·,athnl h
kkph110t~

ktr l,j.llliOh'lll.

:\ derl- at h1' olf1n· \;lid <.,, h.t·
harum 'pnkn\loman .IIIli~ ll;ullrnoml and other dq>ulll'\ "<'H' i'"ll"
lo1 th<· day. althnuj!h ~h,· ;uhlnl
~l haharum had "·hnlulnl a nc'"'
ronkll'nn· for Ill am. i\h•nll;l\.
I h,· kt~h s, l1.1harum. a pohl•• ;1!
.Illy .,f Ca.ltiornt;l (ill\. ( ieurj!.<'
lleukmrtlan. wa' appomlcd to h1s
po"tum IIi years ·•l!u ll\ thrn-< ;.. , .
Knnald Reagan. He ~a'i 'iubs,·qu,·ntly dcc1cd to four four-year

t•·rms.
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Supen'isor cites stress, .frustration
in dec1~ion 11ot to seek re-electitJil
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*SCHABARUM*DEFENDS LATE DECISION
ites stress, frustration 1n decision not to seek
re~election

s
publ1
lence Monday, Los Angeles County
habaruM•blaMed the growing stress and frustration of his
key factors in h1s last-Minute decision not to seek re-election.
habaruM*defended h Mself against criticisM that he should have
sooner t give other pol1t1cians a chance to prepare

not a siMple decision, and one that I
t1on and anxiety about ultiMately Making,"*SchabaruM•told
y Hall of AdMinistration, adding that he did not Make up
M
5 p.M. filing deadline Friday.
''SiMpl put, MY priorities have changed in recent years,'' said
•SchabaruM •' 'I prefer to enJoy other act1 ities rather than put up with the
frustration and stress associated with the Board of Supervisors.''
The decision by•SchabaruM,*a Republican, not to seek re-electton g1ves
candidates until Wednesday to file for the seat.
Asled t.1hether he thought h1s 11th-hour deciston Made d tougher for'
DeMocrats to Mount caMpatgns ,•SchabaruM•replied with one word: ''Shucks.''
H1span1c leaders who have a federal court suit pending to force the
supervisors to redraw dtstrict boundaries to consolidate the ethnic group's
vot1ng strength, said Monday they would appear at the board's regular Meeting
oday to deMand that d settle the sud, wh1ch 1s in the f1nal phases of a
trtal.
Hrspantc leaders are hoping that a Htspantc seat on the board can be
e ablrshed by redrawlng*SchabaruM's•San Gabriel Valley-based district.
In a MeMo o Superv1sor Kenneth Hahn, County Counsel DeWitt W. Cl1nton
the county coul seek a suspension of the tr1al if a Major Hispan1c
f
es before Wednesday's deadline, argu1ng that the plaintiffs Might
rr obJeCtives in the elect1on before the case 15 resolved.
send thcd '"settleMent to the sud MAy rerp1Tr'e ,,, srecJ,3] elect1:m
t the countv add!tJonal Millions.
hose who have e>pressed Interest in runntng for the Board of
s
Los Angeles C1ty Council MeMbers Richard Alatorre and Gloria
Rep. Esteban Torres, 0-Ptco Rivera. But both Mol1na and Alatorre
of the district (under current boundaries), and Torres has already
re-election to h1s 34th Ccngress1onal Drstr1ct seat.
An aide to Torres sard Monday that the congressMan was seel ing to
whether he coul rescind h1s earlier fil1ng rn order to run for the
Board f Supervisors.
Meanwh le, a top deputy to•SchabaruM,•Sarah Flores, tooY out noMinating
t
run for the seat Monday Alsc taking out noMinating papers Monday
Mtller of West r,ovJna, Joe Chavez of Hacienda Hetghts, W. Charles
, Robert Bartlett of Monrovra, and JIM Lloyd, a forMer
who rs now a lobby1st and has changed his
JOn

t

deadline 15 5 p.M Wednesday.
ng 1s press conference,*SchabaruM•sa!d ''three or four'' potential
and1dates had sought his support if they were to announce for the seat before
Wednesday's filing deadline, but•SchabaruM•said he has not yet decJded to Ma~e
Of Flores, a fellow Republican and his aide for 18 years and a
oyee sJ
!956,•SchabaruM•said, "She's a prospect."
PHOTO: Peter F.•SchabaruM•
Says prror ties changed
: LOS ANGELES SUPERVISORS; PETER•SCHABARUM•PETE; CANDIDATE; REACTION

/8a.
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Ruling May Let Schabarum
Stay on Board Indefinitely
11

Redistricting: Supervisor

says he'll remain until appeals
process is over and an election is
held. No one knows how long
that could tx-.
lly RICIIt\RD SIMON
and jAMES RAINEY
fl\fl 'i. 'if.\fi WN:fll N:\

Supervisor Pete Sehaharum, who
planned to r<'tire in Occemb<'r. says he will
stay on the board as long as it lakes a
federal appeals court to review a low"r
court ruling that Los Angeles Cour, J _;
political rn<~p discriminates against Latinos.
Schabarum ~aid through a spokesman
!a:;t week lhill hl' plans to slay on the
nmnty floard or Surl('rvisors "until thr

appeals process is completed and an election is held."
How long that may be is anybody's
guess.
Whether he likes it or not, the man who
said hill job ill not "as much fun as other
things," now finds that his term could be
extended up to a year, maybe longerwithout a single ballot heing cast.
The open-ended stay on the board comes
to Schabarum. IH. courtesy of the ll.S. 9th
Circuit Court of Appl'<lls, whkh last month
indefinitl'ly postponed thc lsl District election pending a review of new district
boundarics approved hy U.S. District Judge
David V. Kenyon. In June, Kenyon ruled
that the rurrenllines discriminated against
Latinos and approved a new map that
ch;mged political represPnlalion for rmmy
of the county's lUi million resirlcnts.
Th<' app•;ai!' court ruling has left lhe
Pll'n~<' ~""

HF.I\1.\ P, R:l

1'1

Campaigns in Limbo

REMAP:
Continued from Bi
county's political landscape in disarray, upsetting the election plans

But state law prohibits judges from
accepting political appointment.
Antonovich and Dana said they
believe Deukml'jian would appoint
Flores if Schabarum stcppoo down.
The governor's office will not
comment on private discussions
concerning polil.ical appointments,

or current and prospective cami!dates for Schabarum·~
giving Schabarum another
to exasperate collcaguc~ who want
him to step down.
tJndcr thc

appenl~

court n1!ing,

sal• I Dcuklll<'jian spok<'snl:lll Hnh ·
crt .1. Gore.

Schaharum, who~c term cxrllrcs
noon Dec ..1, will continue to Sl'rvc
until his succe~sor is appoint('(! or
elected.
Sarah Flores. who~<'
sw·r.cl'd Sr.haharum has
in limbo hv th<' cas!'. made
last ditch pica Frid;~y to the I
!lt h Circuit Court of Appeal~
~llow the Novcmhrr runoff he·
lwrcn her and Sup••rior Court

B

campai~n

ut a somcf' familiar with the
governor's office said, even if
O'fkien h<1d been eligible for appointment, su~h a <kal would have
hf'cn highly <llllikf'l.v.
"It would he out of chnractcr if
thf' governor agrf'cd to som<' kind
of deal." thf' source said. "And
Schnbarum and the gov!'l"llor havp
tu'ver hf'<'ll pari kularly rlmw."
Thf' app1•als !'OIIrl ;wl.ion kavf's
S<'Veral !'andid:llt'S in political lilllho.
I .os Angcks City Councilman
Hi<'hard Alalorn' asked his lawyers
whettwr he could begin to raise
monev to nm for the Board of
Snpet:vi:o;or.". hut was advi~<<'<l lhal
he cannot' form a fund-raising

111)

1'111\llllillr•• nnl!l the

.f11dg<' C.rcgorv o·nril'n lo
K•·nvon had cam·C'It·d
onkrPtl a IH'W primary in a
redrawn 1st District. hut lh<' ap·
!>t'iliS 1'0111"1 cali<•d off hnl h dec
tinns
In court papers. ~'lore~
plainf'd that lhf'
.111d

rounding the election
to hecome lhc
<'i<'<'l<'<l
c. ••an:. Sinn' l he 1

tli,.:lrkt lill('S
;n ,. final. said Hollin i(ram•·r. an
aide to the llw co1mrilman.
Under mmpaip,n financP laws
"you erm't raise funds for a scat
ti1at •loesn't exist." l{rnmn said.
"Tiw
IIH·n· in !lw

c!'lcd, shf' has

nothing," she snid.

addio~

campaign "can !Iii' onlhr
In~!'

monwn!um."
Jo'lore,·
attnnw
llnurke. argued that prdlminarv
•·••ns11s figures mad!'
wePk rai~e qoestiPns

rPiiahilil.y of county
1inwl cs used for
11 kt houndaries. Cmml v f'SI ima!Ps
ili"C higher than !he j,rcliminary
t·cnsus figures. and th!' <liff<-rcn~es
show th<tt any rf'districting
IH• d<'laycd <mlil final rcnBIIR fig
llrf's arc

r~v:1ilahiP

is JW el<'<"lion hr-forc
said. "l!'s tnn rarly .. lh•
.
Plaboratf'.
yf'ar. Schahartllll
diSI'I!SS!'d
but
ronld hav<' a say
whn

nrxl

1\ourkc sai<l.
!•;leclion officials said the Nov. 6

pritn:1ry could ht' hr!d in Mar!'h,
hnl plaintiHs' allonwys sa~· il •·nnld
'"' hl'ld in D<'<"<'llllwr "~" ~,,.·,"·" 1
i<'h,H d

\...wllh

f·',ll;H dil,
!IH•

,l!l

Mc\lt':lll

.!lin!

l.<'gal lh'f<'llS<' and l•;,f;;t'alional
l'und. a plaintiff. said it would be
wrnng lo delay r<'districl
11nlil
f1na! census figitrcs .11'<'

"The important thin~!: i~
give
t lw llispanic communit 1· I hat has
h!'Pil wrongf'd for so

lt111ily to have an
:1.< possible," he snid.
As of now. hnw•·vtT.
Circuit Court o[
st·hcdul('<llo t;,ke up

·
as
1.S

t'Oil!--'t-rvativ~'s."
I i!~

Ill'\

Alll!"ll<.ll<

srl!ll!

!Hh

is not
<'as<' 11111il

(klnlH'r. llut an <'XJH'!'Ird app<'al lo
'111• II.S. Snpn'ill<' C.n1rl rnnld

1<"nilory
~I

1

in•·ommon.
Flores and O'Brien snid they nrc
to lllainl<lil\ inlerPsl in
campaigns

Tlw f'if'C'tion delay has h<'en a
financial hnnkn '"well.

l•'lorrs. who mortgaged her
(;lendora hom!' In help finance lwr
(';llnpaign. owcs ahoul $()0,000 for
her legal bailie. Shl' and O'Brien

runoff ran still hf' lwld if
;wts hy Scp!. 12. A
ll('ld within 12
ruling. County

I)

So Ulle<Tiain is
IH' <"otmly's
polili('al piclun· lh;~l l•"lor!'s has
lwr,un <'illlll'air,ning in hoih !lw
<"UITCill and !lw n·drawn 1st disrids, whkh only hav(' half of IIH•ir

Ill

h.L'\

; l'

"Bu! it's

!lr l\\' ,'' ~I'll:\

.0...:,11d

nnld "•;1HTt':.;.·~~~r

I!"

IH'

\VIII

ckcll'd,

SciJ.d, "'"" I'O!ild lt•ave "ffice any
!hal c;Js<', <:ov. (;corge

his

~~~•·•:cs"or

cunld

arc on unp~id leave fromthrir _jobs.
"W<'.I'<' going to hold on as long
' " \\"!' possilli.~ <"an." ''aid l•'lorPA,
who has h<Til nn an 11\lpaid l<':tVf' nf
:th~('!HT fl.ll!ll h1'!" ('OIItlf V job ~i!H"I'
M.nrh "'l'n1 cnllllllitlt'd. l'Vcll 1f I
il:tvc lo Ld,(' llll:!ll!llh v."
\\ itlllllil his $!11,:1
}Tarlv

11
salary as a SupNior Court. judge,
O'llrien S<!id his family's finances
gcll ing strctrhcd out
thin." IIi~ wife Carolyn rPc<'nllv

mT "n'ally

Wf'lll hack lo work in the persorm<:l
dcparl.mcnl of a Rtlp!'rmarkcl
('hain. lllld lhf' rnlricns had ill·
t1~nded louse her salary to help pny
for the sdwoling of llwir daughl••r.
1\<'llv, at US('.
"Now that
ing a
{..,,.;l., " t \'IL.L.-~ ·--!.!

erm limits are no cure
for po r representation
Editor's note· There aRain is a call
for limits on the tenure of members of
Congress.ln the House of Representatives, the call is for I 2 vears and you
are out.

A

n average eiection will see
98 percent of incumbents

running for the House of
Representatives re-elected.
Are voters so easily duped? Or are
incumbents so well entrenched they
c:m never lose?
Certainly, the latter is true.
Has the system become so rigid and
unalterable that such a drastic mea<;ure
as a term itmtt must be established?

Though the "people's House" is in
danger of becoming the "incumbents'
House," the culprit that must be defeated is not the experienced, hardworking, accountable incumbent, but
the institutions that keep lazy, conniving politicians in office.
Voters see a rascal. and oust him or
her, when the playing field is level.
Political action committees, perks
and gerrymandered districts, however,
tilt the game in favor of incumbents.
Incumbents of both parties have
conspired to draw district lines that
safeguard most of them from challenge. They have growing statTs,
district offices. and mail and phone
budgets. And they have convened
interest-group political action commit-

tees, the so-called PACs. into fundraising machines in the re-election
process.
Political watchdog David Broder
recently explained the great threat of a
simple term limit: "To rotate the
membership of the House completely
every 12 years while rataining permanent committee staff would have only
one consequence: Power would shift
very rapidly into the hands of that
unelected congressional bureaucracy.
"But to retire the staff as rapidly as
the membership rotates would have an
equally clear and undesirable effect:
Congress would quickly be drained of
its capacity to monitor and influence
the career bureaucrats in the executive
departments and agencies. No longer
would anyone on Capitol Hill know
where the bodies were buried
even what questions to ask."
Democracy is better served
attacking the follies of political finances than to target terms of
.scntatives.

WllUAM ENDICOn

Limiting terms
not the answer

T

wo imtiatives have quatified
for the November ballot that
would impose limits on the
number of years a person could serve
m the Assembly or state Senate.
On the surface, that's a seductive
idea and may rrove irresistible to
voters anxwus to take a few punitive
whacks at the Leg1slature, which
ri~Sht now ranks about on a par with
creepy, crawly things in public esteem_
The last time pollster Mervin Field
took a sounding on the 1ssue, he
found 71 percent in favor of term lim·
1ts and only 26 percent inclined toret am the present system of allowing
legislators ro run as often as they
please.
"This is JUSt another manifestation
qf lack ot confidence m the political
process.-· sav~ Field. "stemming from
d1strust. skept1c1sm and displeasure
with elected officials."
One of the :\ovember initiatives is
sponsored hy Attomev General John
Van de Karnp as part of an overall
eth
n-r,,Jvernrnent package. It
would ilm!l state ~enators to three
consecutl\'(' four-vear terms and
members ot 1he :\;;sembly to six con·
secunve rwo·vear terms
The other measure 1s sponsored by
Los Angeles Countv Supervisor Peter
Schabarum Jhd would limit state
to
consecutive four-vear
terms and memhers of the Assembly
to three consecuuve two-year terms.

I.
'

either measure IS retroactive.
meamng that t1me already
serYed
mcumbents would
not he counted against them_
'"CompetitiOn and renewal are
good
\\'e need to open up
the process.·· says Van de Kamp.
·Tum those seats over on a regular
bas1s. Bnng new people mto politics.
Make sure that real people have the
opportunity to run for office. not just
professional politicians."
Schabarum predicts the idea will
"strike a nerve as raw as that exposed by Proposition 13," the 1978
imtia11ve that slashed property taxes.
"The electoral system has become
less free, less competitive' and less
representative due to increased concentration of political power in the
hands of incumbent lawmakers," he
~ays.

But both initiatives are built on a
false presumption - that there is no
turnover in the Legislature and that
something needs to be done to run
-careens! poh!ioans" out of office in

In fact. and thll maywme u a surrrise to some people, the turnover
rate m the leg~slature is quite high.
!::>1xtv-one of the 117 members of the
Assembly and Senate (there are
three varancies in the Assembly)
have served for 10 years or less.
There are some legrslators who
never ~hould have been allowed
through the doors of the Capitol for
even one term: there are others who
should be allowed to stay for as long
as they want. But term limits make
no distinctions. Able senior legisfa.
tors would be forced out along with
the lazv. the incompetent and the
corrupt.
()oodness knows enough legislators have given voters reason to want
.to clean house. Their arrogance, petty money grubbing and inattention to
public policy are well documented.

Sacramento Bee
6-30-90

G

errymandered districts have
insulated most of them from
serious competition. And
some have come up through legislative staff ranks and have known no
other life outside politics. Their pri·
mary interest, once in office, is get·
tmg re-elected.
"
limiting terms gets right to
the core of the system," says Alan Ro·
senthal. director of the Eagleton Institute at Rutgers University. "People
want to stay in. They like it."
There is no evidence, however,
that term limits would produce any
more accountability, any less parti·
sanship or any better legislators. And
with shortened temJS and loss of institutional memory and perspective,
' Yegislative staff would become more
powerful than ever.
"You'd have these unelected young
people, on the make themselves, really running the government," says
Field.
Robert Monag~. a fonner Republican speaker of the Assembly, con·
cedes that a persuasive argument can
be made in favor of~ liDUtl and H~

sa~ he has e~ed t~~~,.
himself in the pat. "But I~
my-mind,• he'AYS in his new
~,..,,
'"The DIAppearanq qJ ~ ...
tive Gcwerruneat. •
·
·· ·
It~ pemment il to ,,
mean~ at ad, I8YI M~. 1
'"we should have the rtalhl to ea.ct 11
whomewr we please, and tJwt I« u
1
long u we plule.• Competittvo dJI.
tricts would do more to impnMt lea·

.,

w,r1ve pertonnance than ~DC ,·.
how lo"l a PI"'Qp can Rf'\le.

~'

l?OU¢:fefAN WATCH'
A. 'rimes
8-10-90

No, for
Pete's Sake

L.

Don't do tt, Pete.
We know you hear the pO" ·
lttical wmds calling your
name. ··schabarum," they
seem to gently whisper. "Supervisor. Your game to lose."
The pull may seem as tf 1t's too
much to restst.
It's not. Restst.
For years, Los Angeles
County Supervtsor Pete Schabarum has delighted in
thumbmg his nose at those he
dtdn't agree with. But in
:V1arch he declared that he
would not run for reelection
because the JOb was not "as
much fun" as 1t used to be.
That decision came amtd a
tong and bitter lawsmt over
the county's anu-Latino bias.
The ail-white board fought
the charge, Wlth Schabarum
ieading the way; his 1st Distnct. Wlth a growing number
of Launos m the San Gabriel

Valley. was the target.
With Schabarum out of the
race. others Jumped in. Then a
federal JUdge agreed that the
political lines did indeed discnminate agamst Latinos.
U.S. District Judge David V.
Kenyon redrew the 1st Distnct lines to make it a majority La.tmo district. Thursday
an appeals court temporanly
stayed that decision.
Veteran Latino politicians
lined up for the JOb. But Kenyon also allowed that the June
primary victors-and incumbent Schabarum-would still
be ehg~ble to run for office in
the new districL
So now. Schabarum 1s mutte'nng that running again is a
"serious option." This, from a
four~- term office holder who is

pusnmg

a~ -balloCmeasure

to

lilU.tr IOCal .. offki_als to two
terms!

We know the supervisor
wouldn't want to seem selfserving and inconsistenL Let
those wmds blow by, Pete.

Monday, August %7, 1990

Throwing out?ascals good idea .
but public must identify them
II

SACRAMENTO - "Throw the rascals out" threatens to become the
rali:Jing cry of the Nov. 6 election,
· 1.1d the rascals don't like it
Two ballot initiatives to limit the
number of terrns in office state elected officials can serve are designed to
tap into a wellspring of public resentment about governmental
gridlock and corruption.
Advocates contend term liglits
would revitalize the governmental
process with regular infusions of new
blood. Politicians. the theory goes,
would be less likely to sell their souls
to assure political longevity If political longevity were legally prohibited.
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
advanced the notion recently that the
term-limitation measures would
play into the hands of greedy special
interests who could run roughshod
over a state government with "nothing but rookies participating in the
process."
"The sleazy, cold-blooded special
interests are going to see an opportunity, and they're going to be supporting (term limits) because, believe
me, they will dominate," Brown
claimed.
There are strong arguments to be
made against mandatory term limits.

But the notion that the Legislature
somehow could be more beholden to
special interests than it already is is
not one of them. Sen. Joseph Montoya did not go to jail because he was
too wet behind the ears.
Indeed, Brown is expected to
donate all of tbe proceeds of his annual big-tickPt fund-raising dinner
next month m Beverly Hills - a special-interest command performance
if ever there was one -- to the campaign to sink Propositions 131 and
140.

John

Marellus

On Politics
be limited to two successive terms in
the same office, and legislators
would be limited to 12 years - three
terms in the Senate, six in the Assembly.
Far more restrictive - punitive,
really - is Proposition 140 put forth
by retiring Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum.
The Schabarum initiative would
limit statewide officials and members of the Senate to eight years, two
four-year terms. Members of the Assembly would be limited to six years,
three two-year terms. At the end of
their tenure, officials would be prohibited from ever seeking that office
again.
Not only that, Proposition 140
would abolish legislative pensions
and slash legislative staffs.
Van de Kamp's initiative, although
the product of an ill-conceived ploy
to advance his campaign for governor. is not out of character. The attorney general has long fought for
public campaign financing and has
never accepted honorariums.
Even the term limits, thrown in to
capitalize on growing populist resentment, is more or less in keeping
with Van de Kamp's own career pattern of serving two terms In one office and then moving on.
For Schabarum to embrace such a
cause is quite another matter and legitimately can be seen as tbe meanspirited parting shot of an embittered politician.

tors seem determined to enact significant reforms in some area - auto
insurance seems a good bet - before ·1
the current session ends Friday.
"
As for the campaign, Democrats ·
are determined to throw every avail·_.,
able dollar at defeating 131 and 140. "
'I
But Republicans, still steaming
over the blatantly misleading cam- . 1
paign that torpedoed the Proposition.;
118 and 119 reapportionment lnitia- :;
tives in June, are threatening to .
override their rwn self-preservation
instincts and stay on the sidelines.
"They can have their districts, but ·
they can't run in them," said oneRe- :
publican.
Many predict a repeat perform- ·
anee of the reapportionment war, .
where Democrats trotted out such
noted political scientists as Jack ·
Lemmon and James Garner to ex- ·
plain that gerrymandering is good "
for the environment.
Such a fatuous notion prevailed
overwhelmingly because, despite the
importance of reapportionment,
most people don't understand it and
don't care.
When it comes to term limits, such·'
tactics won't work. Moot people will"'
understand an opportunity to stick it,'
to the politicians, no matter \!that
Jack Lemmon says.
."
There's an alternative that probably hasn't occurred to anybody. The '
term limit opponents could meet the
issue head-on and explain to voters
why it really isn't as good an idea as·
it sounds.
Here's the problem: There are ras- ·
cals in the Legislature, but they
aren't all rascals.
If you arbitrarily limit terms in
office, you sweep out the talent along
with the deadwood.
J

JII"L'j,p

1

•TV~

Wmning the ultimate political war
of survival will not be easy.
The term-limit issue packs the
deadly one-two punch of appealing
both to do-gooder reformers and
anti-government know-nothings.
The sponsors of the two initiatives
Pmbody that seeming contradiction.
Proposttion 131 is part of the !egaof Attorney General John Van de
unsuccessful campaign for
nomin.:>!ion for govcrnor.
a would n.;atc a system of partial
financmg ol stale campaigns
and proh!l)lt elected oificials from
"'-'·"'~''·"'" honorariums for speaking
elected officials would

~ere are hard-working, public:seats on the Los Angeles County spmted people in the Legislature, al·
Board of Supervisors - long known though by no means enough of tbem.
as 'the five little kings" - change There are also some power-hungry :
hands at a rate of slightly more than egomaniacs, political backs, dul.lards
who would be incapable of function-,
one per generation.
ing in the real world, and a few out·
With things loosening up a bit in and-out thieves.
the Soviet Politburo, the L.A. Board
There's no reason to believe that-·
of Supervisors may well be the
world's most hidebound government term limits would produce anything
entity, and Scbabarum bas zealously other tban less experienced backs,
fought off aU efforts at reform dullards, thieves and public-spirited .
c.itizens in roughly the same propor·
throughout bis 20-year career.
bon.
Only when a court-ordered redisThe term-limit controversy tends.
tricting to promote election of a to overlook one essential ingredient:
Hispanic became an inevitability this Voters have the power now if they
year did Schabarum decide to pack It choose to exercise it.
in with his customary gracelessness.
In short, the voters have a duty tothrow the rascals out. They also have
T~rm-limit~phobia in the Capitol is
havmg some mteresting effects- at a duty to take tbe time to figure out
least one of them positive. Legisla- who the rascals are.
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F THERE was one word on
the lips of every legislator
leaving town last week, it was
probably "Schabarum • That's
code for Proposllion 140. a contro·
versial "lqlslatlve refor111" lnltia·
tive authored by los Angeles
County Supervisor f'ele Schahn·
rum ·1 h.- measure. if npprovt•d hy
\·oters in Novt·mher, would limit
ll'gi~latm s In !lnt>e terms (six
'ra• ~) in the Mate l\5,f'mhlv nml
i""
(eiJ!hl veats) intire state
~l'llal<': would ltmit statewide
rlt·< 11·d oil it ial' '" lwt• letms
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Jllt•si(IPttf)'. and n t·asr t'lU1 ht•
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oftPn aftet
st>cved over lfl years
grodu111ing fror;, ~.,.,,. s of <<'I vitf' il•
the Assemhly
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., h.- p<'nsion issue revenl'l the
punitive nature of this inilinlive
mo'l vividly Pen~i••n pions ~erve
thr lfii«'N'SI' nf hoth the «>mployre
nnd lhe puhlic By manda!ing
Jong.term sa\"ing. they reduce the
prohnbilily that retirrd cili7.ens
"'oil nerd govnnmenl a•sistanu'
So whv sin!(le out •tate lt•J!islaf<ll'

But, again, there is responsible
and. irrespon~ible refor"'. A r&·
sponsihlf' lerndimit propo~al
woul•l strik~ a r't'R<nnnbl•• compru
mise bPiween the ueeds for I"Xf'<'·
rience. lendership and expertisr
on the nne haml, nnd for turnover.
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c•ffttt• IPu loug tl \'1<11\llcl 'ifTtH tilt
IH'Ct'.SOIY I hr Sltlll<'lllllimitnlinrr
irnpost><l hy l'rorositron I~~~ would
suffice If thE' pu•p<•se is to rrform
, n·hnl tnRny Vit'W 115 an OVI'rly P,<'ll
I-nn!' IE>r.islntivr rrnsinn syslf~m.
then thE' solution is to redu< e the
hl'nrfils. But whnt purpose. other
thAn punishment, does totnl elimi·
nntion s~cve' Certainly it will not
produce highrr quality candidates
nr enc<>urage middle· and lower·
Income lrrdividuRI~ to 'Jlrnd lhf'h

hr-~t
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\f"llrhly. wuuld lw l"'l'llllltnl, J\1
most !'Xd11sivclv. hv ''""" t•irhf1t
h·arni11g orlrnvin~
"I hi' laltl'r ~~ oup 11lso could
hring a nl'w ruul unh!'nlth:y lunn1t
of n>nflict of inle1 est In lr~islnliw
proce<'dings. Some lep,islntor~.
forced to move on 11nd naturally )
concerned about future cnreer op· )
portuniliea, will wonder if t hoRJ> ~
now a!!king solllf!lhlnl{ fmrn.them
would be willlnR nnd able to giv't·
snmt>thlnf( hack in lhe near luturt' 1
While the puhlk, then, mny no& he ,
well·sl'rved hy a ll'gitloturf',thal t!l
tun St'curl'. neithl'r is it well~erved •
~~r~ l<'~i,lature that I~ Inn In~~-
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II F. ARnfTRARY reduction
of lht> I -ej!islnlurr·~ hudf!l'l
is t>qunlly inddensthl<'. In
nil probahility that hudget - lik••
the budget of any sizehle buri'SU·
ct ocy - could be modestly re·
duced without too much disloca·
lion. But a 40 percent reduction which '"nuld he achil!vecl only
tl>r<>trr.'• "' rrpinr. <tnH nnd <nlarv
1 ufo;
\\ould produn• "t"flllll',
llnfor1unate nln~equtncr~

nn;t

I egi,latnr~ wo11ld conlinur to
nrnt mfn11n~tion. which lht•y f!l'l
pr intrlf ily hn111 hvo ~OllfCf"'>
•.Ltff. \\

The Legislature
needs reform,
but not Prop. 140
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one source of Information and
analysis will fill the 1ap. And Jl
current political realities are an>'
guide, enhancinl the power of loo·
bylng 1roups hardly will constiture
product lilt! political reform.
·
Moreover, what guarantee Is
there that the 40 perunt lht> l.f'giJ·
laturr decld.-ll to cut will be t~
riRht ·10 pt'rcent? Many leRi!'ilnh>r;
might decide to cut legislative/pc>li·
cy st:rlf. whil<' keepinR mnre pc•litl·
•·:rlly skillrtl st:rtr Allrrnativrly.
th••y mi!(hl j>I;Jce their pnliti<·~l
~tall on •·ampniJ!n pnytulls. thtr'
itu:rf1'asing tlu·ir ru·rtl for t·ntu

!111 \\111

h f"t fhf'fn :Htd !Hh

i

I

II is nlw:ry~ diflicult tn ~et ni•gfy
people. Vflter.; included, to Dl1 tcnl·
peralely. It is easier to play on the I
anger and to offer artificial SIJiy· I
lions that give vent to it. But tl"(e
expre~sion of nnr,er dllf',n't, geh·
!'rally ~prnking, mAke for f!tHHI I
puhlic p••li•-y ... spedally wllf'n you
lock thl' nnj!er and its J>roduct into
lhe stnte ronslilulion. Proposiliou
141) i~ '" irr•''l'"'"ihlr n' it'' vin
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them out

G

,.,rl!t: \\':1-;hmgron '''"llid i!pplaud
l.ilsl week. ;; coahllnn of Citizen

groups laun~:hed
lperatwn New
Br"''m ··a c:Jmpmgn to limn the number of
·,·tm,lilat
cnuiJservemanvone
·Lnt: oi!H:e m Cahforma -- cmd also end
nens10ns.
, lf ail the
floating around under the
•ilimg "c;lmpatgn reform.·· this 1s the only
<~e 111at ltves
10 the name. True. Attorney

.·neral .lohn
.,.
·, ·

.1ons.

de

has also called
term.,, hut his pro-

wlth a host ,,fless-worthy
such as new rules about camthat amount to restncuons

"New Broom · ballot mitlahas only one focus. It would
i1n;rt tn two terms all stale elective offices,
:, "il lt:gtslators to the governor to members
,,j 1
i~oanJ ol Equahzatum. it's an idea
,\ ho>c t1me came :?UO years a~o - and re·
>nrll<l' JUSI as st:mahle today. The rwllon's
, presu.lent had it nght when he declined
1 ,, , , n <:a third term. Most h1stonans argue
J1d the country a powerful service by
r p_·ctmg the monarchiCal model in favor of
''Il lnm:ept of the citizen politician.
!!ow ltmes have t:hang~.-'ti. :\ specaes nf
illllnarchv. or at least an entrenched aristoc' . 1s ~vhat we've ended up w1th in the
\.'ahtorma Legislature and in Congress.
IVI!ere once a few Vials of new blood were
,, • , .• 1!1 con!ra~t,

regularly introdtteed into our· legisia&'lve
chambers. that freshening stream has
slowed to a trickle in the era of computer·
crafted gerrymandering and tbe fortliftfng
of pork for the purpose of buying. votes•.
You've heard tbe arguments agaiastlimitmg terms. There's the concern aboitt losmg continuity and institutional memory.
Who will be around to point out that't11ome
dumb new idea was tried and found wanting
years ago? Point taken- but the gains.ourweigh that drawback. If politicians woaltbe
able to rack up years of experience, neitber
will they be able to forge decades-long ties '
wtth special interests hungry for tax-funded
goodies.
Then there's the claim that tetberingpoii·
ticians to a two-term limit depnves vo~nof
the freedom to send somebody back to Sacramento, or Washington, as often as they
want. While that's true, this would hardly·be'
the only limit our system imposes on the
power.. of the maJority. Voters can't elect,
people younger than a certain age, for. in·.
stance, or non-citizens.
The fact i!<i, one of the great modem perils
to our liberties may well be the.ie~
for-life, the lawmaker who knows onilf,the
corridors of government power, w~
forgotten, if he ever knew, what it t*it: 001
survive m the private sector. First in Sacra··
mento, and next in Washington, it's time to.
show perpetual politicians the·door,,. "
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EDITOIUA.LS

Throw the rascals out
hat we've seen in Sacramento the
last few days is the annual tribute
to the irresponsibility, incompetence, and in some cases venality of our
state legislators. Because the solons wait
until the last few days of a legislative session to pass so much legislation, mistakes
are made and deals are cut that sophisticated observers, let alone ordinary people.
won't know about for months.
In the 1960s, led by former Assembly
Speaker Jesse Unruh, the state legislature
"professionalized" itself. Being a state legislator became a fuJI-time job, salaries
were raised, more assistants were hired,
and the length of legislative sessions was
extended. The idea was to increase the competence and quality of the legislative process so that legislation would be the product
of a rationai deliberative process.
What's the result? The process is more
polarized and politicized than ever. At the
end of each session we still see a crazy
flurry of hasty legislating in which mistakes
are made and secret agreements with special interests are incorporated into legislation. And important legislation is still postponed until the next session - sometimes
deliberately, so legislators can keep collecting contributions from special interests
from year to year to year.
You might think that with all the resources ·available, the state Legislature
wouJd go about its business systematically,
considering legislative proposals, holding
hearings to get various viewpoints, considering amendments, and producing a reasonably steady flow of new laws and decisions throughout its session. Silly you. Every year, the Legislature dithers for most of
the session, then indulges in an orgy of fast-

W

"Every year. the Legislature dithers
for most of the session. then indulges
1n an orgy of fast-forward
legislating. ' '
forward lt!gislating.
The only question 1s whether this is due to
incompetence or venality. One can seldom
go wrong underestimating the competence
of a politician. But it must also be acknowledged that when complex bills are being
considered quickly, so hurriedly that most
legislators have trouble grasping the thrust
of what is being considered, let alone read
all the fine print, it is relatively easy to slip
in minor clauses that amount to payoffs for
special interests. That's something these
people get good at doing.
What's the solution? Some would argue
for a part-time Legislature on the sound
presumption that a Legislature with less
time will do less mischief. But that wouldn't
get at the root problem : the superstition
that we need those clowns in Sacramento to
organize our lives for us.
Actually, few normal people share that
superstitition. Most of us go about our lives
without any help from legislators, only hoping against hope that they won't tax us too
heavily or mess up our jobs or businesses
too much. State legislation is dominated by
speciai interests seeking special favors or
large sums of taxpayers' money.
Perhaps the best way to end favoritism,
then, is term limitation. A legislator who
will be out soon is of less value to special
interests than a full-time professional in a
lifetime sinecure.

wortn
of Choice and Experience in
LILion aL

Politics:

the terms
officeholders and public
financing offer challengers a
lx'tter chance at dislodging
incumbents.

111
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t 1;; safe to pred1ct that not many
voters will bother to cast ballots June
5. The consequences are worrisome,
because 1t means wmncrs stay in office
blockmg the rtse of new leadership
perhaps, socwty's forward
movement In Congress. for example, 99%
of !louse mcumbents were reelected in
W88; m tile Senate. 85% held onto their
At the state and local levels. the
of 1ncumbents IS stm!lar.
explanatwn is that the lower you
on l.he pohtlcal ladder-the less VISible
the offtce--the less voters know about
At best, chmcc ts little more
recogmzmg a familiar name.
Thcre are two solutions to non-compet!ttve elections now Widely discussed in
~policy c1rdes: public fmancmg of
and llmttmg the terms of
It 1s not always clear.
howf:'ver. that these are solutio.ns to the
same nroblem.
Public fmancu11i( advocates contend
gam access to

·nrtually no
the additwnal
can Improve thetr
vcters, thereby

was executwe director of
to Draft a Code of Ethics
Government and

u-nn"''·"" Power'' (Free

nattol

campaigns. As for itself, it still prefers
private campaign money.
When some form of public financing is
instituted, incumbents want to keep
spending limits low to prevent their
opponents from spending enough to gain
name recognition.
The other solution to incumbency
stalemate is limiting the terms of officeholders. There is a federal proposal for
senators and representatives. Come November, Californians can choose to limit
the terms of Assembly members and
senators. And Angelenos can sign a
petition to be able to restrict the tenure of
council members and certain elected
officials. (The Los Angeles version is
especially anti-incumbent, because it
would retroactively impose a two-term
limit.) Most of the proposals would impose a 12-year limit.
The President, of course, is restricted to
two terms. Governors in 29 states also
can't spend the rest of their lives running
their states. But thus far, few cities and no
state have set term limits for legislators.
:tis quite possible that if the term-limit
clock began ticking for the "permanent
Congress," as 1t is known in Washington
these days, the consequences would rippie throughout the electoral system. The
idea that public-service careers should
start in the school committee or city
council, advance to the state legislature,
to Congress and then on to the presidency
loses 1t appeal when you consider the
average tenure of the respective officeholders. Typically, a Los Angeles council
member has been in office 13 years. a
supervisor 18. In Sacramento. an Assembly member, on average, has been in
office for 15 years. a state senator for 12.
The average tenure of the California
delegation to the House of Representattves 1s 11 years. At that ·rate. it would
take 69 years just to run for the U.S.·
Senate.
Reapportionment, old age, ..changing
ambitions, the need to make. more money
and new opportunities, however, help to
maintain the _tUfnover in most of these
governmental bodi•·Jbty ~' ol the...
_California deleption' t.Q? ~iqtbo bas
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the state senators and 65% of the Assembly members.

The average tenure of local officeholders is greater. Two of the five supervisors
were elected in 1980; the remaining three
were already supervisors. Six City Council members were elected in the 1980s:
five have been on the council for 20 years
or more.
:ralent, hard work and experience are
needed to become a good politician. It
usually takes years to develop the skills
to rise to politions of leadershtp m
legislatures. For example, the name of
Sen. Sam Nunn ( D-Ga.) is
preceded by "weU-respeeted,"
part because his judgment. on
matters is the result of long study
service on the Armed Services Commit·
tee. He was first elected to the Senate in
1972. Advocates of term limits would
eliminate the Nunns.
On the other hand, if terms were
restricted, the time it takes to advance
might shrink proportionately. Seniority
could be achieved in six or eight years,
not 10 or 20. Since political issues tend to
recycle themselves several times during a
10- year period, maybe the country would
be better served by new leaders the
second or third time around.
A more serious drawback to term limits
is that they are anti-democratic because
they eliminate choice. We rely on voters
to hold elected officeholders accountable.
If a politician's constituents wish to
; reelect him or her year after year, they
· should be able to do so.
The problem. in the end, is that we
really don\ have a choice because we
don't know enough about the candidates.
Sometimes, we pick candidates because
we know something about them, are able
to discern their positions
virtue of
their party affiliation or
issues have
widely discussed
the campaign. Most of the time, however,
the choice is between a
name and one that is
Public financing, where available,
proved to be effective
political competitiveness.
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petitive? The two-term limit for President and one- or two-term limit
governors more
reduces bossism
and corruption than promote competltivenea. What. medicine you take depends on what disease you want
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Twi Shou Be e
Charm for Politicians
11 Government:

Limiting the
terms of officeholders would
guarantee a steady stream of new
leaders and new ideas. It may
even dean up Los Angeles.
By BARBARA BLINDERMAN
and DAVID DIAl
An imtiative limiting Los Angeles officeholders to two consecutive terms recognizes what politicians refuse to acknowledge:
The ethics problem we face in city government is the necessary consequence of
entrenched incumbency. The "Elective
Offices-Limitation of Terms," as the currently circulating measure is called, would
help clean up City HaJJ and return political
power to where it belongs: with the people.
The initiative. which would amend the
City Charter. would allow an elected
official to run for the same office after four
had years elapsed. He or she. of course.
would not be prohibited from seeking a
different or higher post.
Conventional w1sdom claims that a politician's i1rst term ts essentially on-the-job
training and thus it would be foolhardy to
limit the now seasoned official to one more
term. Utter nonsense. Many of today's
officeholders have long resumes of political
activity, mcluding duty as staffers or party
functionanes. If a winning candidate doesn't know the dynamics of the office he or
she seeks, it is a sad testimony on the
quality of the city's political traditions and
leadership.
Other critics of restricting officeholders'
terms worry that imposing such limits
would tacitly acknowledge the failure of
our government and politics. But the
worsening problems of smog, traffic jams,
homelessness, toxic wastes, gangs, drugs
and overdevelopment hardly constitute
evidence that our political system is purring along. Instead of leadership, we have
political gridlock.
The seemingly ~t need for crisis
decision-making is, in part, the result of
officials who, having grown accustomed to
office and campaign perks. are more interested in self -preservation than m the city:s

future. Sure. our elected leaders pay a bundantlip service to protecting the integnty
of the community. Then they vote to
destroy one neighborhood after another.
lest they alienate their contributors.
It is also said this our initiative would
disturb the balance of power between
elected officials and city bureaucrats.
That's true. Our elected officials have held
power long enough to enable them to
manipulate the bureaucracy to serve their
self-interest and to evade the consequences of unpopular decisions.
Finally, limiting terms by statute would
end the practice of using commission
appointments as "rewards" for campaign
contributions. The chief problem with
commiBBions is that their members serve
too long. To be effective, commissioners
must be motivated by a strong sense of
public service an<~ voluntarism. seldom the
traits of merely political appointees.
Possibly fearful of losing their jobs.
many incumbents reportedly are considering a legal challenge to initiatives that
would limit their time in office. In one of
the first such cases, a Superior Court judge
recently ruled that Cerritos voters can
limit officeholders' terms. So far, no California court has declared term limits
illegal.
There are limits on the terms of officeholders in at least 11 California charter
cities. Similar restrictions are contained in
initiatives circulating in Inglewood and
San Jose. The basic concept behind all
these measures is that the purpose of local
government. which is to serve the public.
is best fulfilled by a steady infusion of new
leaders with new idea.t~.
A two-tel'M limit would usher in a era of
responsive city government. If there is any
remaining doubt that such a solution is
needed, one has only to recall the performance of the
Council when -recently
handed the opportunity to pass an ethics
reform package: It feverishly worked to
kill any idea that would make it · more
accountable ;a the people.
Barbara Blinder"rlwn is a liind-uu and·
public-interest attorney. David Diaz is an·
environmemal planner, They are co-spon·
sors of the "Elective Offices- Limitation of

Terms'' initiative.

nion, New

represemauves and
vears of service
Poll indicatmg
favor

the same one made bv opponents of congressiOnal term limiu: m a democracy,
people should be able 10 vote for whomever thev want. Anybody who thinks extended mcumbency is undesirable can
vote against the incumbent.
The term-limit debate quickly veers
awav from such first principles into the
realm ofpoli sci. Advocates say that foreclosing Congress as a permanent career
would prevent members from ··going
Washington" and assure a regular influx
of fresh citizen-legislators. Opponents
say it would only increase the power of
the permanent Washington bureaucracy.
Republican Representative Henry Hvde
of Illinois, an opponent, worries that
people would run for office only near the
begtnning and the end of their adult
lives, denying the nation the fruitful energ;es of those creative middle years.
Republican Senator Gordon Hun.
phrey of New Hampshire, who is sponsoring the proposed amendment, says it
would obviate Congress's repeated payraise agonies. I'm not sure I see how, unless those new citizen-legislators are ail
rich, or unless they all go through the revolving door into Washington lobbying
after their twelve-year training program.
Opponents also challenge the notion
that there is a "permanent" Congress.
Desptte the high re-election rate of incumbents who choose to run, over half
the Congress is new since 1980. Despite
PACs and other modem election horrors,
the turnover rate is about the same as it
always was. Roll Call, the Capitol Hill
newspaper, notes tartly that half the for·
mer members of Congress on the masthead of Americans to Limit Congressional Terms are "former" because they
lost their own bids for re-election.
Humphrev is following his own advice
and retiring at the end of his current, second, term. The same cannot be said of
other supporters of the term limit, such
as Senator Nancv Kassebaum of Kansas
and House Min~rity Whip Newt Gingrich, both of whose twelve years are coming up. Humphrey's amendment would
make an exception for past and current
terms of current members of Congress.
"I hope this provision will make the proposal more palatable," he says dryly.
The mere fact that a term limit would
make the American political system less
directly democratic is not a definitive argument against it. Our constitutional system is full of hedges against democracy,
starting with the notion of representative
democracy itself: the will of the people
expressing itself through elected representatives, not directly. The cumbersome
process for amending the Constitution is
another example. As long as the system
itself rests on the consent of the governed, which ours does, there is nothing
· · • v,.,.
wminued on page 41

send
Members make
affecting the whole country,
their own districts. If the citizens
really wam to re-elect Marion
mayor, you might conclude !hat
their business. If the citizens of South
Carolina wam to send Strom
back to the Senate for the
you might be te11np1:.e!l
minute. That's
But the term
idea is amidemocratic in more than the mechanisuc
sense. At bottom. it is based on the idea
that elections are
and the less our leaders
with
money, cai:nj:;ax,gnmg
bending to interest
Taking the notion at
most
minded, rather than as a mere
ploy, it is reminiscent ofthe fad
swept
through Washington in the late 1970s, at
the time of Jimmy Carter's malaise, for
I six-year non-renewable presidential term.
The com.-qx was the same: we need politi· .
cians who don't cme....
What we need ~a·i&Mild. l
zeta who care ~ ~ ~- h
does seem odd. a~ lnt ......_ ._ a majonty of A.rnmcans n!pGft ~es to
pollsters as disgusted with Congress and
eager to rejigger the Constitution to prevent incumbents from being re-elected.
then that same majority goes to the polls
and votes overwhelmingly to re-elect the
incumbents. The explanation is that the
voters are lazy hypocrites. And on this, as
on more important subjects such as federal spending (where everyone is against
it in the abstract and for it in the particular), the politicians are pandering to vot·
ers' hypocrisy and thereby encourage it.
Despite all the
of incumas
to vme
bency, it is
the incumbent as to vote
care enough. The Ni'r"""""'""'"c
demonstration.

I

I

not because voters have
freedom to vote !he
because they can't be bo!hered.
cans don't need and don't deserve another crutch for
another way
to express disdain for
got the Congress
voted for,
if
they don't like it,
know what !hey
can do about it.

for limiting con
In the "'"'"'..... ''h.._.u,,u.o•.,.
districts. voting
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many years a single

Uel:oocJrats, hu controlled the
natiooal legislature
By contrast, the
r~·---~· has changed hands
four times since 1954. the French Cham·
of Deputies three times, the West
Bondestag five times, the Canadi·
of Commons five times, and tile
Sabha three times.
light of !he second and
the wonder is that tile
110 !ugh.
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The Case t'-g-ainst Congressional Term limitations

CHARLES
Ew·rnme compla!!h ;rhout (

:ong-re~~. fmt nobod1 doe'

aho;l! tt Fr th!LI!ton 1\'lth otu naoonal legr\l,t·
!lilt'. 1dnch '' In .drn<"t <'\en ntea'>l!re l\lfle~pread
.IIIH'Il/4 t!w .\rnt•ttc:m public. '' about to lw expioued
In a naoonal mm·enwnt lo throl\· the rascals out-the
rascals. m this c&se. lwmg mcurnbem congressmen and
senators who ha\'e ..,o mastered the an of reelection as
to be thought llnn·mm;thle h1· roll\"C'Illtonal means. The
rno'it ''idch· tou1cd •ol11!!o!l 10 the problem is the ex·
;mvt

fl t'l!lt' one of .Hiding ;m amendment to the Consmmion
limning the nlllntwr q! terms that members of the House
.md Senate can •wne
fhis lhHron aprwar<; ''' haw· hcen tirst nrcnlated IH
the >arne nlfur nJ;ti!lt'!hot k o! rad1o talk·~how hosts who
1\TlT in~trnrnt'nt;li 111 r.dhmg public opposition to last
H ' a r ~ 1 mlgn·~'IO!Lii p;n I aisc. Tlw idea has found suppon in public opinion poll~ and is being pressed lw a
new organization. :\mericms to Limit Con~ressional
Term~ (.\LCf.. that nperates out of the offices of
Republican pol!ttcal c()multant Eddie \lahe and whme
board ncludC"i ho11i promint'!ll Democraro; and
;hlicans.
It
rhc latter p;ll!\ that '>tands to benefit mo~t from
limillng the\ ears a congn:";~man can sen·e. inasmuch a~
r !5 1he
1' ho 'itlih~r under the rule of a more
le-s-; permanent Demncral!c rnaJoritv m the House and
Senate. In fact. term limitations were endor<~t"d in the
19HR
plattnrm. It is hardl\' surprising. rher<'lore, that cnnsen:ann·~. roo. are 'ielzing the issue. In the
on t omen ansm tor the 1990s featured in
l Y9o issue ot l'ofu-..· Rrmrw. almost a third ot

contribmor called for -.orne sort of limitation on
crmgressiona! terms.

98-Percent Paradox
nus movement builds on the public's mounting diss~wsfaction \\ith a Congrl"ss that is seen not onlv a-;
also as IIH omprtl"nl and rorrup!. fn ..
the chromcalh· unbalanced h·deral
' 'elnn~mre to peri'orm even its minimal dutv ol
a budget (balanced or not) without
r •·son w ommbus contmumg resolutions and reroncilianon ans. the 51 percent <abrv increase for its members

R.
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that it tried to brazen through withom a rollcall \Ot<'.
rhe generous privilege<; it extends lo iL'i membt>rs
'tatls. multiple otlice~. free travel allowances.
mailings at public expense. liberal pensions). the corruption-tinged resignations of former House
Jim Wright and former Democratic \\nip Tom·'"""''-""'·
the metastasizing scandal of the Keating fi,·e-in light
of all lht·st> things. it is a wonder thai t·ougressmeu get
1 t·elected at all.
.\nd \et that is the paradox. Despite a deep dissatisbnion with Congress as an institution. the :\merican
people are reelecting their congressmen (that is, members of the House) at the highest rates in hiswn·. In the
I ~186 and l9R8 elections, more than 98 percem of incumbent congressmen seeking reelection were returned
to office. s,· now we have all heard the jokes about there
being more turnover in the British House of Lords or in
the Soviet Politburo than in the l! .S. House of Representati\'es. The interesting question is. Wh\·? \\bat has
happened to transform what the Framers of the Con'\titution emisioned as the most democratic, turbulem,
changeable branch of the national government into the
least changeable, most stable of the elective branches:.
And to come around to the question of the moment,
will limiting the number of terms a congressman or
<;enator can serve do anvthing to remedy the problem?

Anti-Federalists: "'Vmue Will Slumber"
This is not the first time in American historv that a
limit on the reeligibility of elected federal officials has
been proposed. At the Constitutional Con\'ention in
I i'R7. whether the president ought to be eligible for
reelection was extensivelv debated, although alw-.tvs
dose connection with the related questions of his term
nf otlice and mode of election. With the imention of
the electoral college and with his term fixed at four years,
it was thought to be productive of good effect<~ and
consistent with his independence from the legislature to
( :fiARLES R. KESLER is dirutor ojthe Hmry Sal.vo.tD~ Center at

Clarrmonl AlcKnma Collq;e. Ht is tditor, with William F.
Bucklf'\· .Jr.. of Keeping the Tablets: Modem American
( :onserYati\'e Thought.
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A two-term limit would have disabled Daoiel Webster's Senate career, but DOt Hemy Clay's or Joba C. Calboun's.
allow the president to be eligible for reelection indefinilelv; and so it remained until the 22nd Amendment
was added to the Constitution. But what is less well known
is that the Constitutional Convention also considered
limitations on the reeligibilitv of the lower house of the
legislature. The so-called Virginia Plan. introduced bv
Edmund Randolph. would have rendered members of
the House ineligible for reelection for an unspecified
after their term· s end. The period was never
specified because the Convention expunged the limitation less than a month after it had been proposed.
Nevertheless. the question of limiting congressional
terms lived on. It was taken up vigorouslv bv the AntiFederalists. the opponents of the new Constitution, who
that "rotauon in office" be imposed not so much
members as on senators. whose small numbers.
term of office. and multifaceted powers made them
undemocratic. The Anti-Federalists built
of the Articles of Confederation. which
that members of Congress rotate out after
three one-vear terms within any five-vear period.
a few
of the Constitution attacked the
oflhe president, too. but the brunt
of their criticism td! upon the Senate. In their \iew, it
fatal mistake w neglect "rotation. that noble
!ibertv. ·· As "An Officer of the Late Concalled it in a Philadelphia newspaper.
"noble prerogative" bv which libertv
secured iuelf. even as the Tudor and Stuart kings had
•a•-..n·hlv wielded their "prerogative power" in defense of
for limits on nmgressional officemajor themes of the Anti-Federalists
of the most rigorous of the
critics. the writer who st.·led himself "The
Federal Farmer."' put it this wav: "[l]n a government
of but a few members. elected for long
and far removed from the observation of the
but few changes in the ordinarv course of electake place among the members: thev become in
Summer 1990

some measure a fixed body, and often inattentive to the
public good, callous. selfish, and the fountain of corruption." After serving several years in office, he continued,
it will be expedient for a man ~to return home. mix with
the people. and reside some time with them; this will
tend to reinstate him in the interests, feelings, and views
similar to theirs, and thereby confirm in him the essential
qualifications of a legislator." Were the people watchful.
they could recall him on their own and substitute a new
representative at their discretion. But they are not sufficiendv vigilant. As Patrick Henrv warned at the Virginia
ratifving convention, "Virtue will slumber. The wicked
will be continually watching: Consequently vou will be
undone."

Federalists: The People Are Not Fools
The Anti-Federalist arguments were rejected bv the
advocates of the new Constitution. However, it is onlv
for the presidencv that the authors of the most authoritative defense of the Constitution. The Ftderalist. give a
detailed refutation of the scheme of rotation in office.
In The Federalist's view, there is "an excess of refinement"'
in the notion of preventing the people from returning
to office men who had proved worthy of their con·
fidence. The people are not fools, at least not all of the
time, and they can be trusted to keep a reasonablv sharp
eye on their representatives. So far as histofV can confirm
·mch a proposition, it seems to pronounce
The Federalist. Throughout the 19th and most of the 20th
centuries. American politics was not characterized bv a
professional class of legislators insulated from the fluctuations. much less 1he deliberate changes, of public
opinion. In the 19th centurv, it was not unusual for a
majoritv of the membership of Congre~ il serve onlv
one term: congressional turnover consislehtlv averaged
-tO to 50 percent everv election. Occasionallv it reached
60 or iO percent.
The voung Abraham Lincoln. for example. served
onlv one term in the House of Representatives. in keeping with an informal rotation agre-ement hr had

def ted rw1cT to
\lct'
. and
1ears
Rohen ILnne'> (nf the \\~>hster-f
~enate wnn. two :wnate terms m Ill~ own 1
L,
a<, Sccretarv ol State.
!om more w·an m the St·natc
Bv the wav. th<' ALt 'T·., proposed l on~riruuonal
amendment. which would limit members of Com;t cs., tn
I :2 consecutive n·ars Oil office i '>IX terms !< )! reprc'>entalln"s. two lor ~enator'i). would have had no
on Cl:n··, nor ( :alhoun·., career btH would h;we
\\'ehsrcr. ,,!Jo
clt•<t•·d three time« 111 .1 low In rlw
'ic·nale

''<l'

1l1e Swing Era Ends
But the-

and more
pomt i' that
todav·s entrenched
<Jt the g-reat
changrs
the latr
parties and the gr<:at tn(rease 111
'>!11: and
'cope of ! he lederal governmem.
m ( .nm;n·~,
has become a profession o\ <'r the past l 00 \ <:>ar s.
;n·erage 1contnmous; career of congressmen hoven ri
around fin· years at rhe turn of the centurY. alreadv np
trnrn its earlier len·ls: tnd;w. the fignre h;p;
doubled agam. with the :t\·t·rage nwmber <ll dw Hotl'ic
'crvmg ;thout 10 vean< In the ccnrun· alter 18!i0. the
prnporuon of freshmen in dw Hou.;c plurnnwted from
1H'ar

h· fiO percnl! to

;I!

ound I 0 percent. ,thout \\IH't <' 11

remains tt;dav. I'his gradltal protess1onahzauon ol ( :otlgrt>ss owes 'io!llething to the gradual increase ol pm-.Tr
in \\'ashington. which made it more altractt\'f to hold
office: and snll more to the senioritv svstem. introducc:d
tn the House after the famous revolt agamst the power
of the Speaker around 1910. With the semontv svstem
in place,. districL~ had great incentives to ke~p thea
representatives sernng continuou~lv. But the rnntemporarv problems nf incumbenc-y are <omerhing else
.u:;am. Siner 1971, when Honw Democrats voted in thelr
1 aucu~ to t'i<'ct committee rh;urmen lw >ecrct ballot

Today's entrenched Congress
is a product of the weakening
of political parties and the
great increase in the size and
scope of the federal
government.
rather than follow the rule of commHtee semoritv the
rwrquisites of ~eniontv haw• declined. in part. Yet con
gressJOna! reelection rates have nsen. If it l'i not
advant.1ges of seniornv that account for todavl; almost
mvulnerable incumbents. then what is it?
Since the Second World War. reelection rates have
lwen wrv high, averaging more than YO percent: thev

and other analvsts have
this out: incumbents are no
were before the marginal
all of the incumbents'
this factor cannot be

">1

~I

\nd rhev wert>
w do so. panlcularlv lw
rhe vounger and more vulnerable congressmen who had
com!" m to office in 1he great OemocratK wavt's of 1964
and 1974. Evemuallv. however, almost all congressmen
on to the "new deal made possible and ncccssarv
increased reach of Washington. The beau tv of the
new politics was lhat the same congressmen who were
applauded for creating new federal agencies to £ackle
social problems also got credit for helping lheir con~tiluenlS through the labvrinths of these impersonal
bureaucracies. In Fiorina·s words: "Congressmen take
credil
and gomg.
are the alpha and the
" The more .1mbitious of them exploit the
shamelesslv: the more bureaucran thev create.
more
are to their constituents.
To wruch one must add: the longer thev've been around

Constituent service is
gradually transforming the
House of Representatives
from the most popular branch
the legislature into the
highest branch of the civil
.
semce .
the more
;u

is thf'ir claim to know
their constituents with the

of these bureaucratic
folkwavs I'> more tmportant to voters than ever before.
onh n·n· small number of swing voters,
or so. to transform a district from
or
into being safe (thus
incumbent's vote from, sav, 53 to 58
the disappearing marginal districts
onlv for a very small sector of
the electorate to have
won over to the incumbent
hv the constituent service and pork-barrel opportunities
bv an activist federal government. To this
perhaps to most voters to
or
the congressman's job is now
to be as much administrative as political. The
expert adminislration---central to
modern liberalism as it was conceived in the Progressive
Era-is
the public· s view of the House
of
transforming it from the most
the legislature into the highest branch
crvil senice.
If this 1s true, the congressman's expertise is a peculiar
as it does interceding with ci,il servants
officials) in the spirit of personal, parrelations. not the spirit of impersonal rule

2t

assou;ued with the ci'l11 service. Nonetheless.
he is expected to keep beneti!s and services
the disu·ict.just as a
to keep the streets clean and the sewen
the extent that om
ill a
at
in democratic
governments), his casework partakes of the
of
administration rather than of political representation,

Given the origins and nature of the
with
Congress (really with the House of Representatives, inasmuch as Senate incumbents remain beatable), it i~
apparent that limiting
terms to 12 years
will do little or nothing to remedy the situation. Any new
faces that are brought to Washi.ngton as the result of
such an amendment will find themselves
the
same old incentives.
will still be ell~'U)fe
tion five times. How
ensure
continued
political prosperitv without seeing to constituents' administrative needs? If anything, these new congressmen
will find themselves confronting bureaucrats rendered
more powerful bv the representatives' own ignorance of
the bureaucracv: for in the administrative state,
knowledge is power. It is likely. therefore, that the new
congressmen will initiallv be at a disadvantage relative to
the agencies. To counter this thevwiU seekstaffmembers
and advisers who are veterans of the Hill. and perhaps
larger and more district-oriented staffs to help ward off
challengers who would try w take advantage of their
inexperience, Is i1 wise to increase the already expansive
power of bureaucrats and congreuional stat! for the sake
of a new congressman in the district every half-generation or so?
The proposed limitation on congressional terms
would also have most of the disadvantages of the old
schemes of rotation in office that were criticized by the
Federalist'>. Consider these points made by Alexander
Hamilton in Fetlbalist No. 72 (concerning rotation in the
presidency, but still relevant to rotation in Congress). In
the first place, setting a limit on office-holding 'Would
be a diminution of the inducements tO' good behavior."
Bv allowing indefinite reeligibility, political men wiU be
encouraged to make their interest coincide with their
dutv, and to undertake "extensive and arduous
em~rprises for the public benefit'" because
will be
around to reap the consequences.
term limits
would be a temptation to "sordid views" and
tion. » As Gouverneur Morris
it at. the Constitutional
Convention, term limits sav to the ....
while the sun shines." Nor does a long term of .:;u;lotJ•u..,,.
(I 2 vears in this case) remove the difficulty. No one
know better than the present incumiJent how difficult
will be to defeat the future incumbent So the limits of
his career will always be visible to him, as will the tempta~
tjon to "make hay" as early as po:wr:»re.
A third disadvantage of term
i~> that
deprive the country of the experience and
gained by an incumbent. perhaps just when that ex·
perience is needed most. This is pank:ubriy true for
senators, whose term&1 would be li...ted even though
Senate races are frequentt, quite c~ (recall
L .....,,....,
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way to do
productive.
During the past 50 years, the probability that an incumbent will win reelection
has risen dramstically-to over \lOra for
representatives and more than 7fffo for
senators. These numbers overstate the
true advantage, since incumbents who
expect to lose tend not to run. In 1986,
six senators out of the 33 with terms
ending and more than 50 representatives
did not seek office again.
111!1'"1UIIilllf8: '1'HIII RGIJIID. Even so, incumbents clearly have enormous advantages
over~- They have name recognition, opportunities to go on television
and radio, franking privileges, power to
do favors for constituents and other interest groups, and much easier access to
campaign funds than challengers do.
But longer congressional service is
also
of a general trend in the U.S.
modem economies for workremain at the u.me jobs. Skilled
wn'l'll:"""" with more than a few
seldom
jobs.
so much
knowledge to
YIE!rfo'l'ltn well that
job ehanges
reduce
productivity.
Congress, too, need many
yesrs to learn the ropes. For example,
mnJIIIimYomill' the intricacies of military a.fthe seemingly plausible
hats who have spent
lives in uniform takes a long
time. Members need the background to
whether
emn.ronm,entlll w~v1~tm or chemical
m<11ustJ":V spokesmen. These are reasons
voters would be likely to return incumbents to office even if they did not have
other advant.a.ges over challengers.
Critics concede that increased skill often comes with congressional seniority.
They contend that these real advantages
of incumbency are outweighed by the
pernicious influence of political action
lf1li\J'<=t:!"~ITV PROFESSOR
committees and other special-interest
SOCIOlOOY
groups that help finance campaigns. But
'~"""'"'<'rrv OF QiiCAGO

come
more deJ~enderlt
favors in exc~nrullge
contributions.
<>lirllhrm those in
unable to hope for
careers 1kill
be tempted to favor groups that can provide employment or consulting fees
when their careers on Capitol Hill are
over. Lawyers and other officials who
leave government
often become
employed by groups
had dealt
and a similar pattern is un.ounm"'
ators and
tire after short stints.
iii'OU'1"'CAL PAVOM..
of limited
terms sometimes
that members
who did not have to worry about reelec·
tion would become more dedicated prop<ments of the social interest, instead of
advocates of partisan positions. But isn't
it much more likely that members who
cannot look forward to a long tenure
will take less interest in their work and
spend their time arranging future careers? Only an unrealistic view of hu·
man nature and how people respond to
incentives could presume that taking
away the right to continue at a job will
improve performance.
Congress has serious problems not because incumbents have inunense advantage, but mainly because thousands of
groups look to the federal government
for political favors. Legislatures in other
democracies also succumb to the political
pressures of various special interests, although candidates elsewhere usually are
much
>re
to party discipline
and do not have to
so heavily on
con,tritmtions from in-

extensive nai:im:w.li:tatiOI1 prt~~ams,
many other e:uun~)les
found in
Effective
must
the p<r
litical power of voting blocs aDd special
interests so that Congress can concentrate on issues that cannot be handled
adequately by states or the
tor. I do not know of
easy
accomplish this. However, seems
that reducing incumbents' advantages
will not significantly improve how Congress works, and it could well make mat·
ters worse.
11

be
the most
members will be able to

